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UIFZFBSTXIFOTUVEFOUTEFWFMPQKVEHNFOUJOBEEJUJPOUPDSJUJDBMUIJOLJOH5IFTF
BSFUIFZFBSTXIFOXFBTLUIFNUPSFDPHOJ[FUIFEJGGFSFODFCFUXFFOQBTTBCMFBOE
FYDFMMFOUMFHBMXPSL CFUXFFONBTUFSZBOESPUFLOPXMFEHF5PTVQQPSUBOEFYQBOE
UIFTFFGGPSUT XFNVTUDPOUJOVFUPIJSFUPQOPUDIGBDVMUZXIPUFBDIEFNBOEJOH
DPVSTFTJOXIJDITUVEFOUTHSBQQMFXJUIEJGGJDVMUTVCTUBOUJWFRVFTUJPOT
,FFQJOHPVSDPSFTUSPOHJTDSJUJDBMUPQSFQBSJOHPVSHSBEVBUFTGPSUIFJSMJWFTJO
UIFMBX#VUBTUIFFDPOPNZTIJGUT XFBSFJODSFBTJOHMZBXBSFUIBUPVSOFXHSBE
VBUFTXJMMCFFYQFDUFEUPQFSGPSNBUWFSZIJHIMFWFMTJOUIFJSGJSTUQPTJUJPOT XJUI
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TVCTUBOUJWFMBXUFBDIJOHXJUIQSPCMFNTPMWJOHJOBDUVBMPSTJNVMBUFEQSBDUJDF
TFUUJOHT"OEJUNFBOTJOUFHSBUJOHJOUPMFHBMFEVDBUJPOTPNFPGUIFLOPXMFEHF
BOETLJMMTUBVHIUJOPUIFSQBSUTPG%VLF6OJWFSTJUZUIBUDBOCFPGHSFBUBTTJTUBODF
JODFSUBJOLJOETPGDBSFFSTJOUIFMBX
5IFJEFBPGJOUFHSBUFEMFBSOJOHJTOPUOFX0VSDMJOJDTIBWFUBLFOBOJOUFHSBUFE
BQQSPBDIGPSNBOZZFBST.PSFPWFS JOEJWJEVBMGBDVMUZIBWFFYQFSJNFOUFEXJUI
UIFBQQSPBDIJOUIFJSDPVSTFTJOWBSJPVTXBZT#VUXFTFFBOPQQPSUVOJUZOPX
GPSVTUPGVSUIFSCVJMEPOPVSDPSF5ISPVHIPVSOFX%VLFJO%$QSPHSBN GPS
FYBNQMF TUVEFOUTXPSLGVMMUJNFJOBHPWFSONFOUPGGJDFXIJMFUBLJOHBDPVSTF
POGFEFSBMQPMJDZNBLJOHBOESFHVMBUJPO5IJTFYQFSJFODFJTFYUSFNFMZWBMVBCMF
GPSTUVEFOUTXIPXJMMFOUFSBCVTJOFTTPSJFOUFEQSBDUJDFBTXFMMBTUIPTFXIP
BSFQMBOOJOHGPSBDBSFFSJOQVCMJDTFSWJDF5ISPVHIPVSOFX®DPVSTFQMVT¯
NPEFM GBDVMUZDPMMBCPSBUFXJUIQSBDUJUJPOFSTJOUIFUFBDIJOHPGDPSFTVCKFDUT BO
BQQSPBDIUIBUXPSLTQBSUJDVMBSMZXFMMXJUIDPVSTFTUIBUIBWFUSBOTBDUJPOBMBQQMJ
DBUJPOT5ISPVHIPVSOFXGFEFSBMEFGFOEFSFYUFSOTIJQQSPHSBN TUVEFOUTBQQFBS
JODPVSU ESBGUNPUJPOT NFFUXJUIDMJFOUT BOEHFUGFFECBDLGSPNNBHJTUSBUF
KVEHFTXIJMFUBLJOHBDPVSTFJOGFEFSBMDSJNJOBMQSPDFEVSF
5IFTFBOEPUIFSQSPHSBNTDPNCJOFBDBEFNJDJORVJSZXJUIUIFNPCJMJ[BUJPOPG
LOPXMFEHFJOXBZTUIBUSFJOGPSDFPOFBOPUIFS5IJTNVUVBMSFJOGPSDFNFOUJTXIBU
NBLFTUIFJOUFHSBUFEBQQSPBDITPQPXFSGVM'SPNUIFEFNBOETPGBQSBDUJDFTFU
UJOH BTUVEFOUNBZTFFBSFTFBSDIPQQPSUVOJUZ'SPNUIFQBSBMMFMTUVEZPGTVC
TUBOUJWFMBX UIFTUVEFOUNBZDPNFUPBNVDICFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFMFHBM
JTTVFTQSFTFOUFEJOQSBDUJDF"OEUIFSFJTUIFNPUJWBUJPOBOEFYDJUFNFOUUIBU
DPNFTXIFOBTUVEFOUNVTUUBLFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSBSFBMQSPCMFNXIFOUIFZ
NVTUTUBOEBOEEFMJWFS*OUFHSBUFEMFBSOJOHTUSFOHUIFOTPVSTUVEFOUT±TVCTUBO
UJWFVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGDPNQMFYMFHBMDPODFQUTBOEFRVJQTUIFNXJUIUIFFYQFSJ
FODF KVEHNFOU BOEQSPGFTTJPOBMTLJMMTOFFEFEUPBQQMZUIBULOPXMFEHF
0VSHPBMJTUPQSPWJEFBGMFYJCMFBOESJDIDVSSJDVMVNUIBUJTDBQBCMFPGNFFU
JOHUIFOFFETBOEHPBMTPGBMMPGPVSTUVEFOUT XIBUFWFSUIFJSDBSFFSBTQJSBUJPOT
NBZCF5ISPVHIJOUFHSBUFEDPVSTFT FYUFSOTIJQT BOEDMJOJDTVQQFSMFWFMXSJUJOH
DPVSTFTDBQTUPOFQSPKFDUTQSPGFTTJPOBMTLJMMTBOETJNVMBUJPODPVSTFTJOUFSEJTDJ
QMJOBSZPGGFSJOHTBOENPSF TUVEFOUTIBWFUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPEJHEFFQMZJOUPUIF
TVCTUBODFPGUIFMBXXIJMFEFWFMPQJOHUIFJSQSPCMFNTPMWJOH DPNNVOJDBUJPO 
BOEMFBEFSTIJQTLJMMT8IFOUIFZMFBWFVT UIFZXJMMCFSFBEZPOEBZPOFUPEP
MFHBMXPSLPGUIFIJHIFTURVBMJUZ
"MMPGUIJTJTBUFBNFGGPSU BOEPVSBMVNOJQMBZBWJUBMSPMF"MVNOJNFNCFST
PGPVS#PBSEPG7JTJUPSTBOE-BX"MVNOJ"TTPDJBUJPOBSFQSPWJEJOHMFBEFSTIJQ
BOEJOTJHIUJOUPUSFOETXJUIJOUIFQSPGFTTJPO"MVNOJBSFQSPWJEJOHGJOBODJBMTVQ
QPSUUIBUIFMQTVTDPOUBJOUVJUJPOBOETUVEFOUEFCUXIJMFEFWFMPQJOHBOEFYUFOE
JOHFEVDBUJPOBMPGGFSJOHT"MVNOJBSFBEWJTJOHTUVEFOUTPODBSFFSQPTTJCJMJUJFT
BOEQSPWJEJOHFYUFSOTIJQBOEXPSLPQQPSUVOJUJFT5IFIFMQJOHIBOEFYUFOEFE
BDSPTTUIFHFOFSBUJPOTIBTOFWFSCFFONPSFJNQPSUBOUUIBOJUJTUPEBZ
*OUIFFOE XFXJMMIBWFB-BX4DIPPMUIBUJTBTHPPEBTXFDPMMFDUJWFMZDIPPTF
UPNBLFJU*UIBOLBMMPGZPVXIPIFMQUPNBLFPVSGVUVSFTPCSJHIU BOE*XJTI
ZPVBGJMMFEXJUIQPTTJCJMJUZBOEPQUJNJTN
4JODFSFMZ
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UKE LAW SCHOOL will launch a
unique LLM in law and entrepreneurship in the 2010-2011 academic year. The
governing faculty approved the one-year
Law and Entrepreneurship LLM Program
on Dec. 15.
Open to an inaugural class of about 20
JD graduates, the curriculum will blend
rigorous academic study relating to the
legal, business, institutional, strategic, and
public-policy frameworks and considerations
that apply to entrepreneurs and innovation,
with practice and research opportunities that
allow each student to develop skills in representing clients.
“Entrepreneurship and innovation are
central to efforts to create broad-based, sustained economic growth, as well as to solving
complex social problems,” said David F. Levi,
dean of Duke Law School. “In America and,
increasingly, on a global basis, we look to the
entrepreneurial sector for creativity and solutions. The ongoing economic shifts resulting
from the crisis in the global capital markets
are likely to accelerate this trend. As a result,
we believe that this program, which focuses
on how the law and lawyers can best support
entrepreneurship, is extremely timely.
“Lawyers often are among a startup’s
handful of founders or leadership teams,”
he said. “Early-stage CEOs must negotiate
an array of issues with legal content or consequence, such as those relating to funding,
ﬁnance, intellectual property protection
and licensing, regulation, technology, dealmaking, taxation, risk management, and
many others. Indeed, in the entrepreneurial
context, the relationship of the lawyer and
the businessperson is so intertwined that
a competent lawyer must understand the
2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\SEW\bS` 
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business and a competent businessperson
must understand the law. Our program in
Law and Entrepreneurship will offer a valuable foundation for graduates who plan to
be involved in this unique part of the business world as advisers, executives, or even as
CEOs. As we develop the curriculum for the
LLM we will end up strengthening all of our
business offerings for all of our students.”
“We think this [program] offers an important contribution to the profession,” said
Professor Paul Haagen, senior associate dean
for academic affairs. “It is a set of approaches
and ways of thinking that is critical to the
continued development of the economy.”
Duke Law School’s academic strengths,
interdisciplinary culture, and proximity to
the innovation hub of Research Triangle
Park make it ideally suited to developing a
program in entrepreneurship, innovation,
and law, he said.
“We have exceptional faculty strength
in business law, intellectual property law
and innovation policy, and corporate and

securities law and regulation,” he said. “The
Raleigh-Durham [economic corridor] is one
of the leading regions for startups in the
country. And there are a lot of innovative,
entrepreneurial ideas being generated at
Duke’s Pratt School of Engineering, Medical
School, and across campus.
“And institutionally, this is about Duke
Law School itself being entrepreneurial
by embracing the full set of intellectual,
conceptual, and structural issues that
surround innovation.”
Afﬁliated faculty for the LLM curriculum
include James Cox, Duke’s Brainerd Currie
Professor of Law and a leading scholar
of corporate and securities law; Visiting
Professor of the Practice of Law Lawrence
Baxter, an expert in administrative law and
bank regulation whose career as a banking
executive included managing internal “intrapreneurial” ventures; Visiting Professor of
the Practice of Law Bill Brown ’80, a former
co-head of global listed derivatives at Morgan
Stanley, who leads his own entrepreneurial

<Sea0`WSTa
and venture capital businesses in addition to
teaching such courses as Venture Capital and
Private Equity; Professor John Weistart ’68, a
scholar of contracts and commercial transactions; and Clinical Professor Andrew Foster,
who directs the Community Enterprise and
Entrepreneurial Law Clinics and directs the
Law School’s clinical programs.
As one who developed the LLM proposal,
Cox, who will serve as faculty director, is
delighted to see it come to fruition.
“I see this program as joining Duke’s
research and teaching missions with one
of the most important things for American
society, and that is how legal institutions —
rules, courts, and regulatory agencies — can
be a positive force as the economy shifts from
being a production economy to an idea economy,” he said. “Law can be a potent force in
providing the industrial base — production
base, if necessary — to support the ideas.”
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Biotechnology and health, information technology, and social entrepreneurship — all
areas thriving at Duke and in RTP and the
Triangle region — will be central to the experiential education component of the program,
which Foster will oversee. “LLM students will
have meaningful opportunities to develop
their substantive understanding of the law
and develop core professional skills by working in the entrepreneurial sector at a very
high level while still in the program,” he said.
During their second-semester practicum,
students will be placed in relevant externships,
including in-house with a company, with law
ﬁrms advising entrepreneurial ventures, or in
other similar settings. A capstone project will
engage students in scholarly research tied to
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship policy
or in teamwork “to basically bring a company
out of the ground,” he said.
Interacting as a lawyer with a startup
company differs substantially from interactions with more traditional large corporate
clients, noted Foster.
“Entrepreneurial companies and clients,
by their very nature, are risk-taking enterprises,” he said. “As a result, one important
job for a lawyer representing a startup is
to help clients effectively manage the risks
they face. You are operating in a framework
where the willingness to take on risk, even
to fail, is one of the key things that sets an

entrepreneur apart. And so helping young
lawyers, who may be deeply risk averse
themselves, to make that sort of paradigm
shift is something that we expect to be able
to provide students through the courses and
the curriculum that we’re developing.”
Required courses for the LLM include
Intellectual Property Law, Equity
Valuation and Financial Statement
Analysis, Venture Capital and Private
Equity, and Baxter’s survey course,
Entrepreneurship and the Law, which
includes an examination of the theoretical
base for entrepreneurialism in a market
economy, the regulatory framework in
which it takes place in the United States,
innovation policy, and the role of risk in
entrepreneurial ventures. Students also
will be able to choose from a range of such
elective courses as Intellectual Capital
and Competitive Strategy, Patent Law
and Policy, Trademark Law and Unfair
Competition, and Corporate Taxation.
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The LLM curriculum will be interdisciplinary, as is the very pursuit of acting as a lawyer to an entrepreneurial organization, said
Brown. Business and law are so intertwined
that entrepreneurship requires an in-depth
knowledge of both disciplines, he observed.
“You can only do entrepreneurship well if
you know the law surrounding intellectual
property, securities, and taxes. And, you
can only do entrepreneurship well if you
know the business concepts surrounding
governmental incentives, compensation, and
ﬁnance and capital structures,” he said.
“We will teach our students how to think
about startup businesses both as business
people and as lawyers, how to solve problems
using a range of tools, and how to understand the environment of the entrepreneur
well enough to allow them to go beyond
problem-spotting mode into problem-solving
mode,” he said. “A lot of lawyers focus on
problem spotting but aren’t equipped to solve
the problem because they don’t know the
‘business answer.’ If you only know the legal
solution, not the business solution, you can’t
come up with the best solution. This means
that the entrepreneurship LLM will not only
be ideal for the entrepreneur, but also for
those in large institutions and ﬁrms who
operate with the spirit of an entrepreneur.” [
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SSOCIATE JUSTICE Samuel A. Alito
of the Supreme Court of the United
States guided 15 upper-year students
through an examination of various challenging — and controversial — issues that
have arisen in recent Supreme Court cases
when he taught a weeklong seminar at
Duke Law in September.
Among the issues Alito tackled in Current
Issues in Constitutional Interpretation were
those relating to the Second Amendment
right to keep and bear arms, the Sixth
Amendment rights to counsel and trial by
jury, the Eighth Amendment right to be free
of cruel and unusual punishment, and the
right to petition for a writ of IBCFBTDPSQVT.
He used recent landmark cases, such as
%JTUSJDUPG$PMVNCJBW)FMMFS and ,FOOFEZW
-PVJTJBOB, among others,as vehicles for considering broader questions of constitutional
interpretation and Supreme Court practice.
“I thought back over the cases that the
Court has heard during my time on the
Court, and I tried to identify some cases
that would be interesting in themselves
and involve interesting substantive issues,
as well as some broader questions like TUBSF
EFDJTJT and how you go about interpreting the
Constitution when there is not a great body
of precedent on the question,” Alito said.
In addition to reading majority and dissenting opinions, the class read some of
Alito’s colleagues’ writings on constitutional
interpretation; assigned readings included
excerpts from ".BUUFSPG*OUFSQSFUBUJPO
'FEFSBM$PVSUTBOEUIF-BX by Associate
Justice Antonin Scalia, and "DUJWF-JCFSUZ
*OUFSQSFUJOH0VS%FNPDSBUJD$POTUJUVUJPO, by
Associate Justice Stephen Breyer.
Offering “extremely well-argued” and very
different theories, the works also represent
the only general explanations of constitutional interpretation authored by current
members of the Court other than opinions,
observed Alito. “I think they provide a good
contrast and jumping-off point for discussion about how you should go about interpreting the Constitution and statutes,” he
said. “I don’t try to convince students to view
any of these issues in any particular way.”
EW\bS` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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According to James Pearce JD/LLM ’11,
the justice stayed true to his word in the
classroom. “He acknowledged both the values and the shortcomings in both approaches,” said Pearce. “He was tremendously
open-minded throughout the process in
welcoming different views. And we were

a group of 15 opinionated individuals who
were not shy about expressing our opinions,
so we had a nice range of different takes on
where one should come down.”
“Justice Alito pushed us to think about
the hard cases and what they meant for our
views of ‘right’ interpretation,” said Kristin

Cope ’10, who praised him as a “fantastic”
teacher. “I came away from the class with a
deeper understanding of the cases and of the
different viewpoints that judges bring to the
table. How awesome to be able to talk about
the ‘big issue’ cases of our time with someone who was a part of deciding them!”
Alito said that he “thoroughly enjoyed”
his week at Duke. “I thought the students
were extremely well prepared and participated very actively in, I thought, a very constructive way. That goes for everybody in the
class. We had some really good discussions
about issues that I think are interesting. I
could not have been more pleased about how
it worked out.”
Would he consider a repeat engagement?
“Yes I would, deﬁnitely,” he said. “I have
taught a few classes before, and I think this
was really outstanding.” [
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IX OR SEVEN YEARS AGO, according to Professor Jim
Salzman, any discussion of ecosystem services markets
would have involved “just a few people around the table.” An
Oct. 23 symposium on the government’s role in developing
these markets, co-sponsored by the %VLF&OWJSPONFOUBM
-BX1PMJDZ'PSVN (%&-1') and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Office of Environmental Services and Markets
(OESM), filled three overflow rooms.
“This says to me that the issue of ecosystem services
markets has come of age,” said Salzman, Duke’s Mordecai
Professor of Law and Nicholas Institute Professor of
Environmental Policy and a pioneer in the ﬁeld.
Ecosystem services such as carbon sequestration and water
puriﬁcation are public goods and worthy of compensation,
he said. “Unless the landholders who provide these services
receive compensation, then the services they provide are free
and there’s really no economic reason to manage their land so
they keep providing those services.
“Carbon has been the biggest driver in market growth,”
Salzman added. “It has gotten communities interested that
wouldn’t normally be involved in, most notably, the energy sector. There will be a lot of money changing hands, and it will fall
to the government to make sure these markets are credible.”
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OESM Director Sally Collins said the discussion surrounding the
role of carbon offsets on public lands to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions was particularly useful from a policy standpoint, as it has been
the subject of recent congressional hearings. “The role of federal lands
was much more diverse than we thought it would be,” said Collins,
who previously served as associate chief of the USDA Forest Service.
“People had shifted their thinking over the last couple of years.”
Collins credited the combined convening power of Duke’s Law
School, Nicholas School for the Environment, and Nicholas Institute
for Environmental Policy Solutions — and hard work by student
organizers — with luring an “A-team” of specialists from government,
academia, and the private sector who could offer fresh perspectives on
policy options for her bureau.
“The Duke symposium helped our staff focus on what [OESM’s]
unique niche is within USDA,” she said, noting that agriculture
policy is intricately interconnected. “It truly is around these new
markets for ecosystem services and what it will take to get them to
scale. How do these new markets ﬁt within all these other markets
that USDA already operates? How does it help grow real wealth?
How does it help support the administration’s climate-change
agenda? We are now clear that our focus should be these new
markets associated with ecosystem services that until now have been
left out of the economic equation.” [
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UKE’S CENTER on Law, Race and Politics
will host an extraordinary gathering of intellectuals as they examine the past, present, and
future of race in America at its inaugural conference. “'SPN 4MBWFSZUP'SFFEPNUPUIF8IJUF)PVTF
3BDFJOTU$FOUVSZ"NFSJDB "$POGFSFODFJO
)POPSPG+PIO)PQF'SBOLMJO ” will be held at the
Law School April 8 through 10.
The conference will bring together leading
scholars from a range of disciplines including law,
history, political science, economics, philosophy,
sociology, and journalism for a series of roundtable
conversations that consider issues of race, racial
identity, and racial inequality. Professor Guy-Uriel
Charles, co-director of the Center on Law, Race and
Politics, and Professor Kenneth Mack of Harvard
Law School serve as co-convenors.
The conference honors the life and work of the
late John Hope Franklin, a remarkable scholar and
public ﬁgure who spent the last part of his career
teaching at Duke Law School. “We want to publicly
acknowledge our intellectual debt of gratitude to Dr.
Franklin, whose scholarship illuminated so many
ﬁelds of inquiry, including law. Dr. Franklin was
also a generous friend to a number of individuals at
the Law School,” said Charles.
Conference participants will identify questions
about the future of race or racial inequality that
need to be explored but are not currently being

addressed or are given insufﬁcient attention
in scholarly and public discourse, he said. “For
example, to what extent is race something other
than a site of grievance? To what extent is it simply
a negative, victim-centered framework and to what
extent ought it be a more positive, empowering
framework? To what extent can we reframe the
stories we tell about race?” The convenors anticipate
the discussion will support the development of
a “sustainable, collaborative, interdisciplinary
community of scholars committed to a more longterm, in-depth exploration of these types of issues,”
added Charles.
Launched in the fall of 2009, the Duke Center
on Law, Race and Politics (LRP) is a multidisciplinary initiative created to support research,
public engagement, teaching, and activities at the
intersection of LRP’s core focus, which is law and
race; law and politics; and law, race, and politics. It
is afﬁliated with Duke University’s Center for the
Study of Race, Ethnicity and Gender in the Social
Sciences. Duke Law Professor G. Mitu Gulati
serves as LRP co-director.
Future LRP activities include symposia, conferences, academic workshops, public lectures, The
Book Project, and “scholarship roundtables.” “Our
hope is that these projects will bring to the Law
School scholars who are working at the frontier of
law, race, and politics,” said Charles.[
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N LATE SEPTEMBER, a distinguished
group of federal and state-court judges,
legal scholars, and political scientists gathered at the Law School to consider how best
to study and rate judicial performance.
The goal of the invitation-only, two-day
workshop was to strengthen and broaden
the theoretical foundation of empirical
research into the quality and legitimacy
of judicial decision-making. Participants
included an equal number of jurists,
theoretical scholars, and empiricists who
identiﬁed unanswered — or inadequately

addressed — questions that can serve as
the basis for discussion on how to advance
empirical study of the judiciary.
Dean David F. Levi, former chief U.S.
district judge for the Eastern District of
California, convened the workshop along
with Professor G. Mitu Gulati of Duke Law
and Professor David E. Klein of the Woodrow
Wilson Department of Politics at the
University of Virginia, both of whom have
undertaken scholarly research on the subject.
It was funded with a grant from the National
Science Foundation.

Duke Law hosted a conference in
February 2009 that also focused on the
empirical study of judicial decision-making.
“This conference and the grant supporting
it helped us to further advance our interdisciplinary study of the judiciary,” said Levi.
“It built on the earlier conference we hosted,
but differed in its inclusion of scholars with
expertise in jurisprudence who helped determine whether different theories of judging
could lead us to ask different empirical questions and lead to a new understanding of
judicial decision-making.” [
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HEN KIM BART ’02 took over the Law School’s Office of Public
Interest and Pro Bono as assistant dean at the beginning of the
school year, it was more than just a homecoming.
“I have always wanted Carol Spruill’s job,” Bart said without hesitation, referring to the longtime associate dean of public interest and pro
bono who retired from the post in December 2008. As a law student,
Bart participated in the Public Interest Law Foundation and public
interest retreats and studied Spruill’s efforts in molding the public
interest and pro bono program.
“What Carol did was identify the places where there was dedicated
student interest in a particular area of public interest or pro bono activity, and she’d nurture and grow it,” Bart said. “To compare the program
then to now is almost mind-blowing.” And having had her own interest
in the ﬁeld nurtured at Duke, Bart added that she was delighted when
she had the opportunity return.
“It just so happens that the opportunities that I’ve had in my career
have really set me up well to work with students in my new role,” she said.
Bart came to Duke Law as a student in 1999 with two degrees from
Syracuse University: a bachelor’s degree, TVNNBDVNMBVEF in women’s
studies and a master’s in public administration with a concentration in
social policy. She spent her 1L summer with the National Women’s Law
Center in Washington, D.C., studying child-care policy and split her 2L
summer between the center and Crowell & Moring, which she joined as
an associate after graduation.
In 2004 Bart was accepted into the Georgetown Clinical Graduate
Teaching Fellowship Program, where she became a teaching fellow with
the Federal Legislation Clinic. “Initially I took the job because I really
wanted to hone my legislative lawyering skills, but I ended up falling
in love with teaching,” she said. Upon completion of the fellowship, she
accepted the position of director of the Domestic Violence Clinic at the
University of Alabama School of Law.
Spruill said Bart’s experience prepared her perfectly to lead Duke’s
public interest program. “I am amazed at the wide range of experiences
that she has had which would be of interest to a Duke Law student. And
I love the twinkle in her eye when she talks passionately about public
service. I am sure that the program which meant so much to me over
18 years will ﬂourish and grow under Kim’s leadership.” [
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ERONICA ALLEN ’10 has received a Skadden Fellowship to
spend two years expanding access to civil legal services for
at-risk youth in Central Georgia.
The highly-competitive fellowship will cover Allen’s salary and
beneﬁts following her law school graduation while she works at
the Georgia Legal Services Program (GLSP), offering legal representation to students who qualify under that program’s guidelines.
Allen’s project is speciﬁcally designed to increase access to
legal services for black males between the ages of 12 and 18 who
are eligible to attend secondary school, but whose unmet civil
legal needs may be affecting their academic performance. “Young
black males drop out of school at a higher rate than any other
demographic and have a one-in-three chance of going to prison
during their lifetimes,” she wrote in her proposal to the Skadden
Fellowship Foundation. “Black male youth could experience better life outcomes if their basic educational, health, and economic
needs were better met.”
Allen worked with GLSP
to tailor her proposal to ﬁt the
particular needs of the student
population in Bibb County,
the most populated county in
Central Georgia, where over 35
percent of children live in poverty and fewer than 60 percent
of students — who are predominantly black — graduate from
high school.
Having worked with at-risk
youth prior to attending law
school, Allen is passionate
about helping reverse the socalled school-to-prison pipeline.
“I believe that a major source
of these poor outcomes [for
black males] is due to us as a society having failed and disregarded
them,” she said. “By emphasizing this target population in my
project, my aim is primarily to ensure that, at least with the work I
do, they are not once again left out. And though my project targets
this speciﬁc group, I hope that my project will eventually provide
greater access to needed legal services for all children in Central
Georgia who experience disproportionate limitations on their
potential for success.”
“In Veronica we saw the makings of a national leader,”
said Susan Butler Plum, director of the Skadden Fellowship
Foundation. “The idea that she wanted to return to a community
with which she was familiar from having gone to college there, to
advocate for people at the greatest risk — young black men — was
enormously important. We see education as the civil rights issue
of the 21st century.” The foundation funds self-directed projects
at public interest organizations that offer legal services to poor,
elderly, homeless, and disabled citizens, as well as those who are
deprived of their civil or human rights. [
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UKE LAW STUDENTS have launched
the first chapter of the International
Criminal Court Student Network (ICCSN)
in the United States. The ICCSN currently
has affiliate chapters at the London School
of Economics and Cambridge University,
among others in the United Kingdom.
The goal of the ICCSN is to facilitate
informed discussion about the International
Criminal Court and the future of international
criminal justice, explained Matthew Smith JD/
LLM ’11, president of the Duke Law chapter.
“Because the ICC is an international
institution with jurisdiction over crimes committed by the nationals of its member states,
it is perceived by some to threaten national
sovereignty,” said Smith, who spent his 1L
summer working in Geneva for a nonproﬁt
organization focused on ending the practice
of torture as a tool of investigation in developing countries. “That perception has led to
some false impressions about how the court
actually works, what its mission and structure
is, what the relationship is between states that

are party to the statute and the court, among
others. Our goal really is to provide a public
educational role. But we do so by engaging
critically with the work of the court.
“We want to stimulate debate and discussion about everything the court is doing,”
he added. “We want to have debate and discussion about the criticisms that have been
voiced about the court as well as the praise
it’s been given.”
The group launched its programming on
Sept. 11 when two ICC staff members offered
a training session on the court’s procedures
for investigating and prosecuting war crimes,
crimes against humanity, and genocide. The
daylong program, which was ﬁlled to capacity,
also included roundtable discussions with law
faculty and guests on the court’s record in its
ﬁrst six years of operation and its future. The
event was sponsored by Duke’s Center for
International & Comparative Law.
Visiting Assistant Professor Noah
Weisbord, a former law clerk to ICC Chief
Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo, com-

mended Duke Law students for starting the
ICCSN chapter and their interest and initiative in matters pertaining to international
criminal law more generally. President
Barack Obama has indicated his strong
interest in bringing U.S. policy in line with
international humanitarian law, Weisbord
noted, and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
has expressed regret that the United States is
not a party to the ICC.
“The U.S. and the International Criminal
Court are having a rapprochement, and so
Duke students are on to something,” said
Weisbord, who is part of a group investigating the addition of the crime of aggression
to those prosecuted by the court. Their
engagement with the court can also help to
give Duke Law students an edge in pursuing highly competitive ICC clerkships, he
observed. “If students are already attuned
to what’s going on through their student
organization, it is much more interesting to
have them working there. There would be a
shorter learning curve when they arrive.” [
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N DEC. 9 DUKE LAW School
celebrated the launch of its new Center
for Sports and the Law with a high-level
examination of the internationalization of
professional sports. Representatives of Major
League Baseball, the National Basketball
Association, the National Football League,
and individual athletes took part in the
discussion at Weil, Gotshal & Manges in New
York. ESPN college basketball analyst Jay
Bilas T’86, L’92 moderated the conversation.

More than 100 Law School and Duke
University alumni and friends attended the
event. Launched in partnership with Duke’s
Department of Athletics, the center will study
contemporary legal, business, and ethical issues
affecting professional and collegiate athletics.
“With our considerable faculty expertise
in this area, Duke Law School is well positioned to contribute to our understanding of
modern sport and its regulation,” said Dean
David F. Levi. “Given the University’s long-
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standing strength in athletics, it is particularly exciting to work with Kevin M. White, vice
president and director of Athletics, in starting
this center.” Many alumni and friends are
passionately interested in sports and the law
and work professionally at the intersection of
both, he added.
“College athletics has expanded dramatically over the years and given that growth,
legal issues impacting the industry are more
prevalent than ever,” said White. “The establishment of the Duke Center for Sports and
the Law is an appropriate step in examining
these matters by some of the brightest legal
minds in the ﬁeld.”
“Duke is one of a limited number of
institutions that is both a really important
research university and that competes in
sports at the highest levels,” said Professor
Paul Haagen, who has advised Duke studentathletes for more than 20 years as a member of the University’s professional sports
counseling committee. Sport, he noted,
has become one of the most critical forms
of international cultural exchange and has
“some of the most elaborate and effective
international organizations.” Haagen is currently writing a book on sports and the law.
During the panel discussion, the league representatives acknowledged a common focus on
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the concerns of both domestic and international competitors and audiences and indicated that they share many of the same general logistical
challenges as they promote their sports to international markets.
“The world is globalizing. If we don’t do that we will ultimately lose
out,” said Mark Waller, chief marketing ofﬁcer for the NFL. Waller
noted that over time the “passion driver” has changed for sports fans,
who no longer have the luxury of rooting for homegrown players
competing for their local teams. “It is only right and proper now that
we have a global community and that sports represent that,” he said.
However, the panelists acknowledged that differences in the length
and timing of schedules as well as the nature of the competitions
affect the manner and degree in which the games can be exported to
other countries.
Joining Waller on the panel were Tim Brosnan, executive vice president for business of Major League Baseball, Adam Silver T’84, deputy
commissioner and chief operating ofﬁcer of the National Basketball
Association, and Jim Tanner, a partner at Williams & Connolly who
specializes in sports and entertainment law and negotiations.
Tanner used the example of his client, Houston Rockets forward
Shane Battier T’01, to illustrate how individual players can potentially
beneﬁt domestically by ﬁrst appealing to international audiences. In
2006, Tanner negotiated an endorsement contract for Battier with
PEAK, a Chinese sportswear company, which he said he viewed as a
“platform” deal. “If we could get this much exposure in China, hopefully it can lead to other opportunities here,” Tanner stated.
Haagen said the discussion offered Duke Law scholars an opportunity to listen and generate a base of information on which to act. Bilas
applauded the effort to merge the academic and professional worlds.
“To have all those different perspectives and to engage those who
are not in the ﬁeld is an extraordinary opportunity,” said Bilas. “It
speaks well of Duke Law to be engaging in this type of conversation.
I give all the credit in the world to Dean Levi and Paul Haagen. They
have great vision and are just very inquisitive.”
Jeffrey Tabak T’79, L’82, a partner and co-head of the private equity
fund formation practice at Weil, Gotshal & Manges, was impressed
with the discussion and pleased that it took place at his ﬁrm.
“For my family, Duke is just a very special place,” he said. “To
be able to host this event was not only my pleasure but also very
exciting as well.” [

IMPSON THACHER & BARTLETT hosted a
luncheon in its New York office on Sept. 10 to
honor Richard Schmalbeck’s appointment as the
first Simpson Thacher & Bartlett Professor of Law.
Schmalbeck, a specialist in tax law, addressed a
number of partners who contributed to the chair on
the topic “What We Mean by ‘Charitable.’”
Rhett Brandon ’79, David Eisenberg ’77, Jennifer Franklin ’98,
Caroline Gottschalk ’90, David Ichel ’78, Aaron Kitlowski ’97, George
Krouse ’70, David Lieberman ’89, Linda Martin ’96, Mario Ponce ’88,
Mark Rambler ’02, Roxane Reardon ’93, Glenn Sarno ’92, Mariya
Treisman ’00, Michael Treisman ’00, John Walker ’77, and Edward
Werner ’03 established the chair in the ﬁrm’s name.
“It was exciting for our Duke Law colleagues who gave to establish
the Simpson Thacher & Bartlett professorship to actually see the fruition of our contributions in spending a great afternoon with Professor
Schmalbeck,” said Ichel, chair of the Law School’s Board of Visitors.
“He is a great teacher, a former law school dean, and a terriﬁc guy as
well. The wonderful thing for all of us is that we know that this is a
gift that will last forever for the beneﬁt of succeeding generations of
Duke Law students.”
A faculty member for more than 25 years, Schmalbeck focuses his
scholarship on issues involving nonproﬁt organizations and the federal estate and gift taxes. Active in federal tax reform efforts, he also
has served as an adviser to the Russian Federation in connection with
its tax reform efforts. He is a former dean at the University of Illinois
College of Law.
Schmalbeck is the co-author, with Lawrence Zelenak, the Pamela B.
Gann Professor of Law, of a leading casebook, 'FEFSBM*ODPNF5BYBUJPO,
now in its second edition. Duke Law students have twice honored him
with the Duke Bar Association’s award for distinguished teaching. [
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EAN DAVID F. LEVI joined Atlanta-area
alumni at Alston & Bird on Sept. 30 for
a reception celebrating the appointment of
Professor Ernest A. Young as the new Alston &
Bird Professor of Law. Young shared his thoughts
on the Supreme Court docket and the new composition of the Court.
A member of the American Law Institute, Young joined the Duke
Law faculty in 2008, after serving as the Charles Alan Wright Chair
in Federal Courts at the University of Texas at Austin School of Law,
where he had taught since 1999. One of the nation’s leading authorities on the constitutional law of federalism, he has written extensively
on the Rehnquist Court’s “Federalist revival” and the difﬁculties
confronting courts as they seek to draw lines between national and
state authority. He also writes on constitutional interpretation, constitutional theory, and comparative constitutional law. [
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im Cox calls it, “hands down,”
the best educational experience
he’s witnessed since he entered
teaching almost 40 years ago.

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO LEGAL EDUCATION
In offering students in-depth work experience concurrent with an intensive class on regulatory
law and policy, Duke in D.C. is one example of the Law School’s broad effort to integrate professional-skills development into an already rigorous core curriculum. The integrated approach
combines academic research and substantive law teaching with a simultaneous experience of

INTEGRATED
LEARNING

A few days before Thanksgiving, Cox is marveling at the insight students have brought to
their research presentations in Rethinking the Regulatory State, the course he co-taught with
Lawrence Baxter as part of the fall semester’s Duke in D.C. program.
“The quality of their presentations, in terms of erudition, the nature of the topics selected,
and the depth of analysis has been far above what I’ve come to expect in similar papers —
and I’ve always been delighted in the past, so this is off the scale,” says Cox, Duke’s Brainerd
Currie Professor of Law and a leading scholar of corporate and securities law.
He offers a few examples of the issues tackled by the 12 students who spent the fall 2009
semester working full time in the nation’s capital, embedded within congressional ofﬁces and
agencies in and out of government that are involved with different aspects of ﬁnancial regulation. These include the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), the Ofﬁce of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the
Financial Services Roundtable.
SEC extern Brian Oh ’10 undertook a multi-faceted analysis of the disclosure issues that led
to Judge Jed S. Rakoff’s rejection, in September, of a $33 million settlement of the SEC’s lawsuit
against Bank of America over its acquisition of Merrill Lynch. “He sifted through the strategies
and issues that could have been involved in the prosecution of the case and how the trial could
go forward. Brian also brought in elements of law reform into his analysis,” says Cox.
Timothy Reibold JD/LLM ’10, whose placement at the Institute of International Finance
involved a review of international regulatory developments with respect to executive compensation, analyzed public reaction to executive compensation through the lens of various schools of
thought in moral philosophy — his undergraduate major — making what Cox calls “a tremendously rich connection.”
Christopher Leach ’10, who worked in the SEC’s Trial Division, examined whether in today’s
environment the classic “shareholder primacy” principle that corporate directors always seek to
maximize shareholder wealth should remain the governing model or whether some other stakeholder model should govern decision-making for ﬁnancial institutions, in particular.
“It’s another great, great topic,” says Cox. “These papers are on the edge. The students’
focus consistently was on what’s unfolding in America and how it makes us think about the
regulatory system. And all of the papers also are reﬂecting the themes in the seminar.”
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lawyering in settings that call upon students to marshal
their academic knowledge and analytic powers, come up
with solutions to real problems, and develop skills essential
to success in the law — the ability to work in teams and
across disciplines, to articulate complex ideas orally and
in writing, and to manage their workﬂow. The integrated
approach thereby stitches together the varied components
that make up a superior legal education.
“In one sense, our talented faculty has been using an
integrated approach to legal education for many years,” says
Dean David F. Levi. “It is common for faculty to include in
core courses various simulations of the kinds of issues and
problems that may be confronted in practice. Integrated
externships and the addition of a practice unit to a core course
— what we are calling ‘course plus’ — take this approach one
step further by combining learning by doing and learning
through study. The combination can be powerful.”
More than ever, observes Levi, law school graduates need
to be “ready on day one” to step into a professional environment with a comprehensive grounding in professional skills
and values as well as the ability to master complex legal
issues. According to Levi, “The legal profession is changing. We know that many of our students will have to prove
themselves from the very ﬁrst. We want to prepare them
to be up to this challenge. Fortunately for our students,
Duke has a faculty that takes its teaching seriously and that
embraces its obligation to prepare our students to handle
the most demanding kinds of legal careers whether in government, private practice, public service, or law teaching
and scholarship.”
Duke in D.C. is one of a number of such integrated
courses. The Federal Defender Integrated Externship
program, launched to enormous success in the fall 2009
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semester, combines intensive classroom training in federal
criminal law and procedure with student externships in the
Ofﬁce of the Federal Public Defender for the Eastern District
of North Carolina. (See story, Page 17.) The “course plus”
model adds a one-credit “applied law” seminar that focuses
on case studies onto a traditional “black-letter law” course.
(See story, Page 19.) Duke’s eight legal clinics, an array of
other student-initiated capstone projects and externships,
and a variety of simulation courses round out the mix.
The Law School also is making sure that getting students
ready for day one of their professional careers starts on day
one of their time at Duke Law; the full-time Legal Analysis,
Research and Writing faculty has been expanded so that
students have the beneﬁt of smaller classes in the ﬁrst year
and can choose from an array of specialized legal writing
and analysis classes in their upper years. (See story, Page
21.) And the newly designed Dean’s Course, which Levi
teaches with Professor John Weistart ’68, is literally the ﬁrst
educational experience that 1Ls have at Duke. “Our goal is to
expose 1Ls to the different kinds of careers and aspirations
that lawyers have,” says Levi of the course that has featured
a discussion of law and leadership with Ben Heineman,
the former general counsel of General Electric, and leading
trial lawyers Hal Haddon ’66 and Professor Michael Tigar,
among others. “We invite them to reﬂect now, at this early
point in their law studies, on what kind of path they want
to follow and what they wish to accomplish in their life in
the law.” (Read more about the Dean’s Course in %VLF-BX
.BHB[JOF online at www.law.duke.edu/magazine.)
All of these curricular developments, Levi points out,
“integrate the scholarship and research of a great university
with the mobilization of knowledge through professional
skills including the development of some of the basic com-

munication and interpersonal skills that lawyers must have in order
to succeed no matter what they do — whether they become law professors or political ﬁgures, trial lawyers or judges, transactional lawyers or entrepreneurs. They all must be able to write and to express
themselves powerfully and to work in teams to be effective.”
Clinical Professor Andrew Foster, who oversees Duke’s clinical
programs and directs the Community Enterprise Clinic, puts it this
way: “We want to help our students move up that steep learning
curve of being an early-stage professional. To do this, we need to create challenging opportunities that require them to integrate their
substantive legal knowledge and intellectual skills with the interpersonal, communication, and other professional skills that are fundamental to effective lawyering. Through this process, they also will
begin to develop their professional judgment, strategic thinking, and
self-conﬁdence. As a result, they will really be better positioned to be
successful and effective early in their careers.” Facilitating students’
experience with different kinds of practice will also help them ﬁnd
the areas about which they are passionate, he adds. “Being passionate
about something gives you the internal motivation to create your own
career and take charge of it.”

TRAINING LEADERS
Duke Law has long emphasized leadership; Levi’s predecessor as
dean, Katharine T. Bartlett, the A. Kenneth Pye Professor of Law,
launched the Duke Blueprint to LEAD, embedding such values as
professionalism, collaboration, engagement, and the importance of
working across disciplines into the overall fabric of the Duke Law student experience. Levi is embedding them in the curriculum.
One of his ﬁrst initiatives as dean was to charge a working group
of faculty, administrators, alumni, and students with developing ideas
and academic programs for preparing Duke Law graduates for positions of leadership.
Co-chaired by Cox and Peter Kahn ’76, a partner at Williams &
Connolly in Washington, D.C., and working closely with the faculty
curriculum committee chaired by Weistart, the group focused its
efforts over a two-year period on developing opportunities for upperlevel students, in particular, to integrate real or simulated practicebased learning with substantive learning.
This approach would be “ideal for readying students to participate
in the varieties of lawyering at the highest levels, whatever form that
participation takes,” the co-chairs wrote in their report to the governing faculty. “Through this integration, the power of substantive
knowledge can be teamed with analytic skill, judgment, and ethical
decision-making to create potential for leadership in the law.”
“In the practice of law today, lawyers are not just advisers and wise
counselors, but often the decision-makers themselves,” says Kahn, a
Duke University trustee and former chair of the Law School’s Board
of Visitors. “As our students take on leadership roles in business,
government, and law ﬁrm management, for example, they need to
be prepared to make the hard calls. Students need to learn to be risk
aware, but not be risk averse. Without cutting back in any way on our
core legal competencies, our feeling was that we need to teach our students creative and constructive decision-making, not just critical thinking. They need to learn to work cooperatively in teams, not only with
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lawyers, but with others across disciplines including those
engaged in business, engineering, and public policy.”
The group sought to address a broad deﬁnition of leadership and leadership skills, says Cox: the self-conﬁdence that
comes with experience and having successful experiences
in interacting with others; the ability to accurately assess
one’s surroundings and environment; knowing when and
whom to follow when appropriate, coupled with knowing
when to step forward; and maintaining an accurate assessment of one’s strengths and shortcomings.
“The key, really, is to teach people how to learn,” says
Cox. “You have to teach them in a way that does not
become rote. So what we are trying to do is develop methods in which individuals are able to leave the Law School
with a greater sense of self than they came in with, on average. And we do so by testing them in a variety of different
settings so they can ﬁnd [what works for them].”

FACULTY AS MENTORS, GUIDES
Faculty, as always, are leading the way. Duke in D.C., for
example, was launched by Christopher Schroeder, the
Charles S. Murphy Professor of Law and Public Policy
Studies and director of the Program in Public Law, to
expose students to the reality of working in the public sector and to encourage them to consider including public
service in their professional careers.
Building on one of the strongest and most creative groups
of scholars in the legal academy, the Law School also has
assembled a distinguished roster of professors of the practice
of law who, Levi notes, “mine the seam” where the academic
study of law and the thoughtful practice of it meet.
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“It’s a big seam, rich with ideas and possibilities that can
affect the worlds of practice and scholarship alike,” he says.
“Our professors of the practice and clinical professors have
an ‘interstitial capacity’ — they often have had experiences in
a broad range of different kinds of law practice, they see the
potential connections between that law practice and the work
of our research faculty, and they often connect us to different
parts of the University and the greater community.”
Lawrence Baxter is one of them. An administrative law
scholar, he returned to the faculty as a professor of the
practice after spending more than a decade as a senior
executive at Wachovia Corp., where he led e-commerce
initiatives. “The experience gained from executive positions
on the cutting edge of innovation and business in a leading
private corporation served to complement the experience
I had gained as a teacher, researcher, and consultant with
government regulators and Congress,” says Baxter. “The
result has been to enrich deeply my understanding of the
interaction between law, business, and government. This,
in an increasingly complex, connected, and interdisciplinary
world brings, I hope, added realism to the theory and
practice of the law I teach and write about now that I am
back at Duke Law.”
Other recent additions to the full-time faculty include
Bill Brown ’80, who brings the insights of a long tenure
on Wall Street and an active career as an entrepreneur and
venture capitalist to classes in ﬁnancial analytical techniques, accounting, ﬁxed income markets, private equity
and venture capital, and Donald Beskind ’77, a leading
trial lawyer and long-time director of Duke’s Trial Practice
Program who also teaches evidence and advocacy-related
classes. (See proﬁle, Page 25.)
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The Law School’s ranks of adjunct faculty include distinguished practitioners and judges who further help to
connect the classroom to developments in law practice here
and internationally.

IN THE DUKE IN D.C. CLASSROOM
Throughout the fall semester, Cox and Baxter traveled
to Washington each Tuesday to convene their two-hour
class on regulatory policy and law around an expansive
boardroom table at the Pennsylvania Avenue ofﬁces of
Morgan Lewis & Bockius. Baxter began each session by
asking students to report on the work they were doing at
their externship placements and to point out links they
could identify between their work and the class and the
subject of regulatory reform.
In early October, Tim O’Shea JD/MPP ’10, who worked
for the House Financial Services Committee, tells his classmates that he has drafted a memorandum that was circulated to committee members before a hearing on a proposal
to require most private investment vehicles to register with
the SEC. The memo described existing market and regulatory conditions, the proposed legislation, and differences
between the bills offered by the committee and the Obama
administration. He notes that the committee moves at a fast
pace; he is immediately “moving on to a new hearing that
we’re going to have next week on systemic risk and insurance companies.” (See story above.)
Beth Landes ’10 says she has volunteered to work on
“some interesting enforcement matters” at the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), where
she is spending the semester. She notes that she has
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enjoyed getting to read drafts of the briefs and engaging with colleagues in the ofﬁce of the PCAOB general
counsel to get their insights on the challenges and merits
of a case the class is discussing, 'SFF&OUFSQSJTF'VOEW
1$"0#. (The challenge to the constitutionality of the
regulator was subsequently argued in the Supreme Court
in December.)
Cox, who currently serves on the PCAOB’s Standing
Advisory Group, describes the regulator’s formation as the
centerpiece of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, enacted in 2002 in
the wake of the Enron and Worldcom scandals.
The PCAOB replaced the American Institute of
Certiﬁed Public Accountants (AICPA) which previously
was charged with setting auditing standards for public
companies. Because the AICPA derived its funding from
the accounting industry, its position frequently reﬂected
a closer relationship to the wishes of its audit clients than
to the needs of the users of audited ﬁnancial statements,
explains Cox.
Sarbanes-Oxley sought to remedy that situation by
stipulating that the SEC can only accept as authoritative
accounting pronouncements made by an organization
with independent funding that operates by majority
rule. It created the PCAOB as just such an independent
organization, he says.
“Its members are appointed by the chair of the SEC
in consultation with the secretary of the Treasury and
the chairman of the Federal Reserve,” says Cox. “It’s
funded independently by registration fees and its budget
is approved by the SEC. It creates a signiﬁcant body that
oversees the procedures and processes of the auditors. And
a key provision is that its ﬁve members aren’t removable
EW\bS` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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lawyers are not just advisers and
wise counselors, but often the
decision-makers themselves. As
our students take on leadership
roles in business, government,
and law ﬁrm management, for
example, they need to be prepared
to make the hard calls. Students
need to learn to be risk aware,
but not be risk averse.”
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except for cause.” Landes offers her impression that the
SEC, in fact, exercises “pervasive control” over the PCAOB.
The students engage in a spirited — and knowledgeable — exchange about why Congress may have made the
PCAOB a self-regulatory organization, why commissioners can be removed only for cause, and the need for strict
accounting standards.
“Based on the pleadings, about half the cases I’ve seen
involve alleged manipulation of accounting standards,”
says SEC extern Leach, adding that he is expressing his
own views, not those of the agency. “They relate to inﬂated
earnings.” As for protecting commissioners from being
removed only for cause, Leach offers the view that it insulates the PCAOB from politics. “You want accounting principles to be the backstop — the numbers don’t lie, but if
you allow them to be inﬂuenced by politics, they will.”
The discussion neatly reﬂects all of the elements that
make the Duke in D.C. program effective: leadership by
expert faculty who are intimately familiar with the players
in and substantive law governing federal policy; students
embedded in policymaking institutions and engaged as
junior professionals in challenging legal and policy work;
and the integration of substantive law and parallel, practical
experiences in the classroom, creating a synergy of intellectual connections and mastery of the subject matter that
carries back into the workplace.

THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE
On-the-job externship supervisors are enthusiastic about the
quality of work they are receiving from the Duke students.
Art Lowry, a supervisory trial attorney in the Trial Unit of
the SEC’s Division of Enforcement, notes that having Leach
in his unit for a whole semester provided “a much needed
and appreciated resource” for the trial teams, at a time when
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the number and complexity of the cases they handle continues to increase. He knows that Leach also beneﬁted from
a unique learning environment. It is, he says, “an environment where the ‘rubber meets the road,’ allowing third-year
law students to apply their legal training in the context of
active securities law enforcement litigation.
“For example, Chris attended three depositions in connection with one of his assignments, one of which was an
expert deposition,” says Lowry. “Chris used his familiarity
with the facts he gained from those depositions in drafting
memoranda for the trial team discussing the theories that
could be used to exclude or include certain testimony at
trial.” For his part, Leach welcomed the opportunity to travel to the Southern District of New York to hear argument in
one motion he worked on.
Leach and his classmates, who submitted reﬂective
reports on their externships bi-weekly and contributed to a
password-protected class blog, also are uniformly enthusiastic about their semester learning from their workplaces,
their professors, and each other.
“I love hearing about what everybody else is doing. It
adds tremendous value,” says Leach of his classmates.
“We’re getting inside perspective on regulatory reform
from across different agencies.”
“A lot of times law school classes aren’t perfectly attuned
with what you actually want to do, but this [program] pretty
much is,” says O’Shea, who was on the front line of reform
efforts through his externship with the House Financial
Services Committee and who counts working in the ﬁnancial
services industry as a long-term career possibility.
“In class we’re talking about the theory of regulation as
regulation happens. This is one of those times when very
important and comprehensive legislation [is likely to get]
passed. So understanding it comprehensively can only help
me going forward.” [
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ETTINA ROBERTS
JD/LLM ’10 knows exactly
what she wants to do after she
graduates: “I want to be a public defender. There’s absolutely
no chance I’m doing anything
else. Now it’s just a choice
between the federal system and
the state system.”
That’s why Roberts was
delighted to ﬁnd out that she
could follow up her 2L summer internship with the Public
Defender Service for the District
of Columbia with an intensive
fall externship in the Ofﬁce of
the Federal Public Defender for
success for students
the Eastern District of North
and the system)
Carolina, in Raleigh.
Along with her seven classmates in the Law School’s
new Federal Defender Integrated Domestic Externship
program, Roberts spent 16 hours each week through the
fall semester working in the Ofﬁce of the Federal Public
Defender (FPDO). Supervised by staff attorneys, students in the program assist with research projects, prepare sentencing memos, draft motions in felony cases,
and argue motions before magistrate judges; conduct
client interviews — usually in lockup; ﬁeld ﬁrst appearances in duty court held weekly in Raleigh; and carry
misdemeanor caseloads on a military docket heard each
month in Fayetteville, where Fort Bragg is located. One
member of the inaugural class even made an opening
statement at trial.

On Duke’s new

The students gather weekly at the Law School for a
two-hour class where they share their experiences and
observations from their work at the FPDO and delve
deeply into substantive areas of federal criminal law.
Taught by James Coleman, the John S. Bradway Professor
of the Practice of Law, their FPDO supervisors, attorneys Lauren Brennan and Diana Pereira, and Lecturing
Fellow Jennifer Dominguez, a former prosecutor, the
class takes the students through issues that arise at all
stages in federal criminal cases, as well as more theoretical issues such as the increasing federalization of
criminal law. Guest speakers in the class have included
the two U.S. magistrate judges before whom the students
appear most frequently, Judge William A. Webb and
Judge James E. Gates.
“It was good to be in the courtroom and it also was
great to learn about the federal system,” says Roberts of her
externship experience. “It was absolutely perfect for me.”
That sentiment was shared by all of Roberts’ classmates interviewed for this story, most of whom had some
prior experience and deﬁned interest in criminal law and
practice. Craig Schauer ’10 says the externship provided
a valuable counterpoint to his earlier summer internship
in the Ofﬁce of the U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District
of North Carolina.
“Working with clients, actually seeing the story that
goes along with the name and the alleged crime, was
very eye-opening,” he says. “It helped me appreciate
the personal stories and the human drama behind each
case.” Should he choose to pursue a career as a prosecutor at some future time — he will clerk for Justice Paul
M. Newby on the North Carolina Supreme Court for two
years following graduation — Schauer thinks his externship could inform his approach.
“When considering what might constitute a ‘fair’ sentence, for example, I think I would be more sensitive to
what a sentence is going to do. A speciﬁc sentence might
be fair according to the facts of the case and the defendant’s criminal history, but what else might be going
on in that person’s life? Is this somebody who actually
learned a lesson prior to sentencing? Is it somebody who
hasn’t? Or is this somebody who genuinely was in the
wrong place at the wrong time and factually and legally
committed the crime but didn’t really hit at the core of
the crime the law was aimed to capture?”
The class, says Schauer, allows the students “to step
back and explore the statutes and ask what’s really going
on” in court and in federal criminal law more broadly.
“Not only did it ﬁll us in on all this background information that we were expected to know, but then we also
explored whether or not that’s the right way for things
to work. That’s not necessarily what you do when you’re
in the ofﬁce. Some things you just can’t challenge in the
course of a case.”
In Schauer’s view, the ongoing externship program is
serving as a highly effective bridge to practice. “The most
EW\bS` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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obvious way is by letting a law student actually stand up
in court and more or less act like a lawyer,” he says. “You
aren’t expected to get it all right, but you can have someone
teach you and coach you along the way. It’s a great way to
integrate real-world experience with a legal education.”

REACTION FROM BENCH AND BAR
U.S. Magistrate Judge William Webb offered this
assessment of Duke Law students’ courtroom
appearances, in late November: “They are performing
at the level of junior lawyers,” he said, commending
their consistently high level of preparation for the court
appearances, both academically and with respect to the
facts of their cases. “There has been a clear evolution
in their skills, their conﬁdence, and the kinds of
presentations they make. There have been a number of
students I’ve called up and have praised the quality of
their representation because they are, in fact, representing
clients when they appear in court.”
Webb has viewed the externship program as a “win for
us, a win for the students, and a win for the school,” ever
since Dean David F. Levi ﬁrst broached the idea with him
over dinner last summer.
“I have long believed that lawyers and judges, in particular, have an obligation to ensure that the persons who
practice before the various forums are as well prepared as
they can be,” says Webb, who regularly hires interns in his
chambers. “I think it exposes law students to what it’s like
to be in court and how one handles oneself in court.”
It also helps de-mystify federal court practice, he adds.
“A program like this guarantees that younger lawyers will
have less trepidation than most about taking on a case that
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should be in federal court to federal court or, when they get
there, acquitting themselves well.”
When Webb shared Levi’s externship idea with his colleague, Judge Gates, and Tom McNamara T’61, the federal
public defender for the Eastern District of North Carolina,
he found similar enthusiasm.
“It’s exciting because it gives Duke Law students an
intense indoctrination into federal criminal law from the
defense perspective,” says McNamara, who also has served
as the U.S. attorney for North Carolina’s Eastern District.
While his ofﬁce routinely hires interns and externs, his
staff of 55 — including 26 lawyers who manage one of
the highest caseloads of any FPDO in the country — has
beneﬁted from the presence of “a concentrated group of
very bright students,” he says.
“The Duke Law students have been able to get involved
a little more deeply in the cases, they’ve reviewed
discovery, they’ve worked on motions, they’ve been to
court to see the work product develop. It deﬁnitely has
helped our staff to have them here.”
Pereira, an FPDO research and writing attorney and
one of their supervisors, agrees. “The students have been
churning through the work faster than we can give it to
them, and they’ve been producing work of a very high
quality,” she says. “I think it’s been a great opportunity to
‘outsource’ things [the staff] would normally do themselves.
“They have been able to hit the ground running,” she
adds. “There was a pretty steep learning curve in the
beginning but they all seemed very comfortable with
getting an assignment and being ready to go.”
Students, public defenders, and judges alike, are
delighted to see the program continue. “It’s been great
having the ‘kids,’” says Webb. [
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Complementing an
academic course
with a simulationbased seminar helps
students develop
real-world skills

The
“course
plus”
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ESTINY DURON DEAS ’08 spent a 3L semester at
Peking University on her way to acquiring a dual
JD and MA in East Asian studies. All are relevant to her
decision to launch her own consulting business following an appellate clerkship; based in her hometown of
Shreveport, La., she helps U.S. companies forge manufacturing connections in China.
But Duron Deas credits a simulation-based seminar
taught by Professor John Weistart and Senior Lecturing
Fellow J. Scott Merrell, a supplement to Weistart’s
Commercial Transactions class, with giving her the conﬁdence to start her business.
“What we did in that seminar — Strategies in
Commercial Transactions — I do right now day-to-day,”
says Duron Deas of the interactive exercises that involved
students in negotiations and strategic decision-making.
“It demystiﬁed commercial transactions.
“I don’t know that I would have had the same conﬁdence in myself and my ability to ﬁgure out an answer
to a problem had I not taken the seminar. It was great
having professors say, ‘This worked, this didn’t.’ You
aren’t going to get that kind of feedback or that kind of
criticism in the real-world setting. They asked really hard
questions and pushed us and said, ‘Now if this was in
real life, UIJT would go on.’ It was great.”
“That’s about as good as it gets — when you can see
a line of sight between experience in the classroom and

something that happens in a former student’s professional life,” says Merrell, of counsel at Hutchison Law
Group in Raleigh and the former senior vice president,
secretary, and chief legal ofﬁcer at RTI International. “It’s
great when they can draw back and make an immediate
connection with something they’ve learned.”
Giving students a nuanced appreciation of what is
involved when commercial transactions play out in the
real world is exactly what Weistart was aiming for when
he partnered with Merrell in crafting the seminar, which
is open to a small number of students enrolled concurrently in his larger lecture-based class.
“It was my perception, over a long period of time,
that the law I was teaching was much more nuanced
and interesting in the real world than in the form it
was taught in the classroom,” says Weistart, who pioneered this “course plus” method of teaching at Duke.
“Academic classes tend to be context neutral. But in the
real-world application of the rules relating to commercial
transactions, there are a lot of strategic decisions to be
made. If I undertake one course of action in pursuit of a
certain goal, what will be the trade-offs in other parts of
my business?
“In the seminar we embrace the theory taught in the
class and then ask the next question: ‘What constraints
will arise in the real world to limit the application of
that theory?’”
EW\bS` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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the simulation-based seminar with an academic course.
“Students’ jobs aren’t on the line, but they are being guided
and mentored.” A number of practical beneﬁts ﬂow from
that, he adds.
First, when students are asked to identify with a speciﬁc
interest in the problem and make decisions for it, advocate
it, and then exercise their skills at negotiation and presentation to get the results they want, they gain a deeper
understanding of the rules they learn in the Commercial
Transactions class, which they frequently bring back in a
constructive way to elevate the larger classroom discussion.
Second, they build solid practical skills. “We expand
the number of skills they come away with,” says Weistart.
“We’re talking about negotiating skills, decision-making
skills, persuasiveness skills, motivational skills. By the time
they head into practice, they have had a much broader exposure to the vocabulary and concepts and legal devices that
their supervising partners are talking about than would be
typical for a JD graduate.”
Perhaps more signiﬁcantly, he points out, the exercises
often uncover students’ skills and strengths that can be
overlooked in traditional classes.
“There are people in our student body who have exceptionally strong skills in areas of strategy, organizational
behavior, decision making, and execution that they don’t
get to exhibit when they are evaluated solely on the traditional grounds used in the large classroom.” He credits
Merrell, in particular, with offering direction to students
to help them maximize their use of these skills in practice.
“Scott plays an important role in mentoring students who
are thinking about going into these areas — helping them
ﬁgure out which part of commercial ﬁnancing they are
most attracted to [or have a particular facility for], and how
they might move in that direction.”
Duron Deas agrees with Weistart’s assessment on all counts. “It was the biggest conﬁdence boost for me to have them afﬁrm my
“In the seminar we embrace the
style of negotiating and communicating and
theory taught in the class and then the way I saw the problems. I had no idea how
that would translate,” she says.
ask the next question: ‘What are
“It’s not enough to know the law and the
the constraints that will arise in
way things should work. [The simulations]
afﬁrmed that a lot of what we do as lawyers
the real world that will limit the
and in the business realm is personal relaapplication of that theory?’”
tions. It’s the ability to talk and to communi1SPGFTTPS+PIO8FJTUBSU±
cate in a way that is pleasing to other people
and that persuades them, regardless of what
the law says.” [

The centerpiece of the seminar is a simulation involving
a company that seeks to upgrade its production technology
in order to reduce waste and errors and maximize production and proﬁt. “This company is facing the same problem
that virtually every company does, which is to try to gain
access to capital for growth,” Merrell observes. In a series of
exercises, students variously assume the roles of corporate
principals, ofﬁcers and directors, bankers, shareholders
— venture capitalists — and board counsel, and have to
investigate and negotiate terms of ﬁnancing, advise clients,
and secure shareholder approval for their actions, all while
making strategic trade-offs and navigating competing interests, goals, and potential conﬂicts. Weistart and Merrell add
twists to the problem as the seminar progresses so that the
parties have to continually reassess their positions.
“It’s rarely in anyone’s good fortune to have the path
originally embarked upon be exactly the path they follow,”
says Merrell, who adds that he has seen all of the scenarios
used in class play out in practice — though on occasion, his
students come up with creative solutions to problems that
didn’t occur to the real players.
“That’s one of the great beneﬁts and rewards of doing
this seminar,” he says. “The creative energy students bring
to questions that the profession grapples with helps you realize there are different ways to do this.”
Merrell’s practitioner’s insight adds tremendous value to
the seminar, says Weistart.
“Among other things, Scott is very good at pointing out
the various ethical conﬂicts that seep into any complex
business transaction — they can be very subtle. He can see
the strategies that have signiﬁcant ethical components. And
UIBU±T the real world.
“This is a way that a law school can provide added value
to students’ experience,” Weistart remarks of partnering
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HAT DO LAW FIRMS WANT in new recruits —
and what skill do they often find lacking? Good
writing, according to a survey of practice chairs, hiring
partners, and recruiters reported in the April 2009 issue
of the /FX:PSL-BX+PVSOBM, which singled out Duke
Law for “going beyond the typical first-year writing class”
with a range of upper-year
courses that help students
hone their skills.
That Duke’s curriculum is
getting noticed doesn’t surprise Clinical Professor and
Legal Writing Director Diane
Dimond. “Employers tell us
that ‘Dukies’ know how to
write,” she says.
Dimond credits Dean
David F. Levi’s “acute awareness” of the importance of teaching analytical and writing skills with helping drive expansion of the program
over the past two years. Key developments include the
hiring of additional writing faculty, making all writing
faculty full time, and creating an upper-year curriculum
to focus on speciﬁc aspects of writing craft and analysis.
“Duke has long been recognized for its strong
legal writing program,” says Levi. “We are building on that foundation. I am very proud of the faculty we have assembled and of the leadership provided by Professor Dimond. We are committed to
providing our students with superb, comprehensive

At Duke Law,

writing
matters
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training in legal writing. This is one of the cornerstones
of a Duke legal education and will serve our graduates
well in whatever career in the law they pursue.”

NEW LEGAL WRITING FACULTY
The latest recruits to the legal writing faculty are
Lecturing Fellow Rebecca Rich ’06 and Senior Lecturing
Fellow Sean Andrussier ’92.
Rich returns to Duke after a clerkship with Justice
Patricia Timmons-Goodson of the North Carolina
Supreme Court and two years of litigation practice.
In addition to teaching Legal Analysis, Research and
Writing to 1Ls, she teaches Writing: Electronic Discovery
for upper-level students.
Andrussier returns to Duke after serving as co-chair
of the appellate practice group at Womble, Carlyle,
Sandridge & Rice in Raleigh. He previously was an
appellate lawyer in the appellate and constitutional law
practice of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher in Washington,
D.C., where he worked with former U.S. Solicitor General
Theodore Olson.
A leading appellate litigator who has held two federal
clerkships, Andrussier teaches Legal Analysis, Research,
and Writing and continues to co-direct Duke’s Appellate
Litigation Clinic, as he did in the 2008–2009 academic year.
The value of good writing becomes clear quickly to
students in the clinic, which handles cases assigned by
EW\bS` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth and D.C. Circuits.
Under the supervision of Andrussier and James Coleman,
Duke’s John S. Bradway Professor of the Practice of Law,
students have to digest, translate, and synthesize their
arguments in briefs worthy of top-level advocates; with the
interests of real clients at stake, these are not academic
exercises, Andrussier points out, and the quality of the
briefs is key.
“Oral argument is increasingly less frequent in appellate
cases,” says Andrussier. “Even when cases are scheduled for
argument, as all our clinic cases have been, the time is very
limited. The D.C. Circuit, for example, allots only 15 minutes
for argument. So the emphasis is on written analysis.”
The importance of writing of all kinds — from the quality of email correspondence between far-ﬂung law-ﬁrm
colleagues to client memos and briefs — from day one of
legal practice is a subject about which Andrussier is nothing short of passionate. As a law-ﬁrm partner, he says, he
expected associates’ writing “to reﬂect an analysis of law
and facts that is clear, precise, thorough, creative, and candid. Senior lawyers need to have conﬁdence in the work of
young lawyers. It’s critically important.”

SMALL CLASSES,
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
To help ensure that all Duke Law students develop this
critically important skill, eight faculty members teach in
the legal writing program. Each section of Legal Analysis,
Research and Writing, a required ﬁrst-year course, has
fewer than 35 students. The small class size allows writing teachers, who each partner with a research librarian
in teaching research and analysis, to offer students more
individualized feedback on their multiple written assignments, which range from internal law-ﬁrm memoranda to
appellate briefs.
Natalie Bedoya ’10, editor-in-chief of the %VLF-BX
+PVSOBM, recalls arriving at Duke as an English major with a
fondness for “long and ﬂowery” phrases. “With legal writing class, I learned to write succinctly and clearly and to get
to the point right away,” she says. “I learned to distill my
thoughts and present them clearly and precisely.”
Recalling how her instructor, Senior Lecturing Fellow
JoAnn Ragazzo, would emphasize the importance of reading opinions multiple times to fully understand them,
Bedoya observes how essential the skills she gained in
her ﬁrst-year class have been to her editorial work and are
likely to be to her future career. “Legal writing is inﬁnitely
rewarding. And while the law changes, the fundamental
skills of close and careful reading and analysis don’t.”
Upper-level classes and seminars offer the same opportunities for individualized instruction as well as the chance
to further hone skills that translate directly to practice.
Stephanie Lam ’10 calls Legal Writing for Civil Practice one
of the most “relevant” classes she’s taken in law school.
“I represented a ‘client’ for whom I developed a real
working ﬁle, drafted a real demand letter — and later a civil
2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\SEW\bS` 

claim petition — and argued a motion for summary judgment,” says Lam. “As a summer associate this past summer,
I was able to take these ‘lawyering’ lessons and apply them
to my real-world assignments. It was fortunate that I didn’t
have to learn the importance of court rules, clear syntax, and
prepared arguments the hard way. Instead, I [had already]
developed my writing skills in a collaborative environment.”

A RANGE OF COURSES
Duke Law’s legal writing instructors — most of whom teach
the ﬁrst-year Legal Analysis, Research and Writing course —
have drawn on their deep professional experience in developing upper-year courses and other special writing programs.
A veteran litigator, Ragazzo designed Legal Writing
for Civil Practice, an advanced course that helps prepare
students for general civil practice. Writing assignments
include opinion and demand letters, pleadings, motions,
and trial briefs.
Senior Lecturing Fellow Allison Kort, who practiced
white-collar criminal defense and securities class-action litigation at two New York ﬁrms prior to joining the Duke faculty, focuses on the writing challenges speciﬁc to litigating
large federal cases in her course, Writing: Federal Litigation.
Senior Lecturing Fellow Jeremy Mullem — a legal
writing scholar whose own research focuses on the
development of scholarly legal writing and rhetoric and on
legal research and writing pedagogy — teaches a seminar
called Writing for Publication, through which students
develop and workshop articles intended for publication in
scholarly journals.
Dimond, who regularly teaches Negotiation to upper-year
students, periodically offers a seminar in Contract Drafting.
Joan Magat, a senior lecturing fellow who also serves as
general editor of Duke’s -BX$POUFNQPSBSZ1SPCMFNT journal, teaches two courses for second- and third-year students
that draw on her expertise in academic writing and long
service as a clerk to several justices on the North Carolina
Supreme Court. In Legal Writing: Craft & Style, students
hone their legal writing or editing skills. Judicial Writing
allows students — many of them bound for clerkships —
to study judicial opinions and draft bench briefs, analytic
papers, and an appellate-court opinion.
Senior Lecturing Fellow Hans Linnartz ’80 directs
Duke’s Summer Institute on Law, Language, and Culture,
which offers Duke’s international LLM students an opportunity to hone legal writing and language skills prior to the
start of the academic year.
And ﬁnally, in addition to the formal legal writing curriculum, Duke Law offers a unique resource through its afﬁliation with Duke English Professor George Gopen, a nationally-recognized expert in the ﬁeld of writing across a range of
disciplines, including law. Gopen holds weekly ofﬁce hours
for individual and small groups of students seeking feedback on their writing and offers an annual series of lectures
on effective writing from the reader’s perspective, open to
all members of the Law School community. [
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A GIANT IN THE FIELD OF MASS-CLAIM LITIGATION HELPS BRING CLOSURE
TO VICTIMS OF THE RHODE ISLAND NIGHTCLUB FIRE

B

HE FIRE that incinerated
The Station nightclub in West
Warwick, R.I., on Feb. 20, 2003,
killed 100 people, injured 200
more, and launched the largest
mass-claim litigation in Rhode
Island history.
The inferno began when pyrotechnics used by the rock band
Great White ignited polyurethane
foam that The Station’s owners had
installed on the building’s walls
and ceilings as soundprooﬁng.
Flames quickly spread out from the
stage as patrons stampeded for the
door; many victims were trapped
in the crush near the entryway.
The multiple defendants in the
case range from the now-bankrupt
nightclub owners to the foam manufacturers to the concert promoter.
All 310 plaintiffs have agreed to
share a $176 million pool of funds
in full settlement of their claims
against the defendants. Once ﬁnal
procedural hurdles are cleared,
the funds will be distributed in
accordance with a “point system”
devised by Duke Law Professor
Francis McGovern, acting as a courtappointed special master, and subsequently approved by a federal judge;
the case is in federal court because
of the Multiparty, Multiforum Trial Jurisdiction
Act, which went into effect only 18 days prior
to the ﬁre. Plaintiffs will begin receiving funds
early in 2010.
“Francis’s work was invaluable to us,”
says Providence lawyer Mark Mandell, who
directly represents more than 100 plaintiffs
and serves as co-lead counsel of what has
come to be known as the “Plaintiffs’ Steering
Committee” coordinating the litigation.

McGovern’s effectiveness in marshaling
the plaintiffs’ unanimous support for his
plan was key to the defendants’ willingness
to settle the claims and contribute to the
settlement pool, notes Mandell of Mandell,
Schwartz & Boisclair. When McGovern
started his work, the settlement pool was
valued at only $13 million, and the task of the
special master required high-level expertise
and intensive effort on a highly emotional

case. Mandell and his steering
committee colleagues agreed that
McGovern was perfectly suited to
the task — and that was before
they knew he would contribute his
services pro bono.
“I knew there wouldn’t be nearly enough money to provide full
compensation,” McGovern says of
his decision to forego a fee. “I did
not think I could do the kind of job
that needed to be done unless I did
it pro bono.”
A pioneer of the ﬁeld of
alternative dispute resolution
and the role of the special
master as “settlement master,”
McGovern has hammered out
formulae for satisfying claims
in the massive Dalkon-Shield
and silicone-gel breast-implant
class actions and creating trust
distribution plans for most of the
asbestos bankruptcies, to name
just a few. (See sidebar, Page 24.)
The Station Fire litigation was
relatively small by comparison,
but it offered unique challenges.
“Traditionally, I’m at 10,000
feet, designing a system and
designing a process and meeting directly with lawyers. Very
rarely do I meet with individual
plaintiffs themselves,” says McGovern.
And while many settlements he has
worked on have required a consensus of
plaintiffs to agree to allocation terms, this
one demanded unanimity. “I had to get
every single person to sign on to it. The
only way I felt I could do that would be to
have one-on-one contact with the victims
and/or their families, so they would have
faith and trust in me.”
EW\bS` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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MCGOVERN “CREATED A LEVEL OF TRUST” WITH THE PLAINTIFFS, SAYS MARK MANDELL,
CO-LEAD COUNSEL OF THE PLAINTIFFS’ STEERING COMMITTEE. “FRANCIS DEALT WITH
THEM FAIRLY AND HONESTLY AND THAT WENT A LONG WAY.”
Moved by the human dimension of the
case — he reviewed footage of the horriﬁc
scene captured on video by a television
reporter who escaped and audio recorded by
a victim who died — McGovern met with
adult plaintiffs and representatives of the
minor plaintiffs in a series of meetings at
the Community College of Rhode Island
in December 2006 and January 2007, and
had telephone conversations with plaintiffs
who could not attend. He counseled them to
avoid creating “additional injuries” by ﬁghting among themselves.
“I explained that it was their money, not
mine, at stake. I told them, ‘One of the goals
is to have you work as a group together.
You’ll be stronger in negotiations with the
defendants that way and, at the end of the
day, there’s no amount of money anybody
can ever pay you for the trauma you’ve been
through. But what you can do is walk away
from the case feeling like you did the right
thing in terms of dividing your money
among yourselves.’” He went on to review
with each group the various systems he has
used in speciﬁc cases — all options open to
them — ending with the point system model.
“You create a yardstick that assigns points
for certain aspects of each person’s case. The
total of assigned points becomes that person’s
total number of points,” explains McGovern.
“You add up all the points for every person,
divide that total number of points into the
amount of money [in the settlement pool],
and that tells you what each point is worth.”
The system he eventually devised attributed
a set number of points for a wrongful death,
for example, with more points added if the
deceased left minor children or died after
incurring medical expenses. Injuries of various kinds were similarly treated.
“We had a limited list of variables, all
objective,” he says. “The goal was to develop
a matrix that achieves ‘horizontal equity’ and
‘vertical equity.’ Horizontal equity means
that everybody who had exactly the same
injury gets exactly the same number of
points. Vertical equity means that the more
severe get more points than the less severe.
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IFFOTVSFTUIBUKVEJDJBMQSPDFTTFTGPSUIFTBNFUZQFTPGDBTFTXPSLDPPQFSBUJWFMZBTBOJNQMFNFOUBUJPO
NBTUFS IFPWFSTFFTUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGEFDSFFTBOEBTBEJTUSJCVUJPONBTUFSIFEFTJHOTBOEJNQMF
NFOUTUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOPGGVOET+VEHFTBSPVOEUIFDPVOUSZIBWFBQQPJOUFE.D(PWFSOTQFDJBMNBTUFSJO
BMNPTUDBTFTUPEBUF
$BTFTJOXIJDIIFIBTPWFSTFFOTFUUMFNFOUEJTUSJCVUJPOJODMVEFEFTJHOJOHUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOPGUIF
CJMMJPOUSVTUFTUBCMJTIFEUPDPNQFOTBUF DMBJNBOUTXIPIBETVFEUIFNBLFSPGBOJOUSBVUFSJOF
EFWJDFDPOTUSVDUJOHBNFUIPEPMPHZUPSFTPMWFNJMMJPODMBJNTXJUIPWFSCJMMJPOEJTUSJCVUFE
POCFIBMGPGUIF6OJUFE/BUJPOBM$PNQFOTBUJPO$PNNJTTJPODSFBUJOHUSVTUEJTUSJCVUJPOQMBOTGPSNPTU
PGUIFBTCFTUPTCBOLSVQUDJFTUPUBMJOHNPSFUIBOCJMMJPONFEJBUJOHUIFTJMJDPOFHFMCSFBTUJNQMBOU
TFUUMFNFOUTBOEUSVTUGVOETTFSWJOHBTBOJOEFQFOEFOUEJTUSJCVUJPODPOTVMUBOUUPOVNFSPVT'BJS'VOET
GPSUIF4FDVSJUJFTBOE&YDIBOHF$PNNJTTJPOEFTJHOJOHBOEJNQMFNFOUJOHEJTUSJCVUJPOTGPSPUIFSTFDVSJ
UJFTTFUUMFNFOUTBOEPWFSTFFJOHUIFSFWJTJPOPGPUIFSGJOBODJBMTFUUMFNFOUEJTUSJCVUJPOQSPDFTTFT
.D(PWFSOIBTBEFDFQUJWFMZTJNQMFXBZPGTVNNJOHVQIJTBQQSPBDIUPTVDDFTTGVMMZCVJMEJOHDPOTFO
TVTFWFOVOBOJNJUZJOIJHIMZDIBMMFOHJOH PGUFOFNPUJPOBMDBTFT
®*±NBQSPDFTTHVZ&WFSZUIJOH*EPJTQSPDFTT*GZPVHFUUIFTUSVDUVSFSJHIU JGZPVHFUUIFQSPDFTTSJHIU 
UIFEFUBJMTXPSLPVU ¯IFTBZT)JTUBTLXJUI5IF4UBUJPOGJSFQMBJOUJGGT GPSFYBNQMF XBTUPCSJOHUIFNBMM
UPBHSFFNFOUPOBQSPDFTTCZXIJDITFUUMFNFOUGVOETXPVMECFBMMPDBUFE®*XBTO±UMPPLJOHBUNFEJDBM
SFDPSETPSUIFJOEJWJEVBMBTQFDUTPGBOZDBTF*XBTO±UMPPLJOHBUMJBCJMJUZ*XBTMPPLJOHBUBOJOTVGGJDJFOU
BNPVOUPGNPOFZUIBUOFFEFEUPCFEJWJEFEVQBNPOHBMPUPGQFPQMFSFQSFTFOUFECZBMPUPGMBXZFST¯[

The enterprise then shifts from dollars and
cents to vertical and horizontal equity.”
The plaintiffs agreed to the process for
distribution before they knew how much
money would eventually be available or how
much each would receive; although not optimal, the plaintiffs agreed that because the
settlement funds available would be inadequate to compensate them fully for their
injuries and losses, the fairest route was to
reach agreement on a distribution plan in
the abstract, McGovern notes.
According to Mandell, the true brilliance of
McGovern’s point system was its simplicity.
“Our plan was so transparent, objective,
and simple that all the plaintiffs understood
that it was the only way it could be done,” he
says, pointing out, by way of example, how
hard it is otherwise to comparatively assess
such injuries as scarring or survivors’ pain

and suffering in the cases of wrongful death.
“Everybody was treated equally, relatively,
and nobody was going to get 100 percent of
what their case was worth because everybody
IBE to get something.” McGovern’s personal
contact with the plaintiffs was essential,
Mandell adds.
“He created a level of trust with them and
gave them a forum to be involved in identifying what the issues were and the kinds of
plans they wanted. Everybody was so appreciative. Some of them asked very difﬁcult
questions — it’s a very emotional case. But
Francis dealt with them fairly and compassionately and that went a long way.”
Once the plaintiffs all agreed to the point
system at a conceptual level, McGovern
worked out its details with their lawyers
who also came to unanimity on his grid
for distribution and who then made recom-
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mendations to and received agreement from
their individual clients. A judge found that
all settlements were agreed to in good faith,
and another special master has completed a
mandated review of the allocations and has
recommended their approval.
Having used the point system in three
recent cases, McGovern plans to write an
academic paper on the subject.
“[The Station ﬁre] had a devastating and
profound impact on a very small state,”
Mandell says. “There were only two or three
degrees of separation in the whole state in
terms of knowing someone who was injured
or killed.” When the carefully-managed litigation wraps up, Mandell predicts that it will
help “heal” his state. And reaching a plan
for allocation was key to bringing the most
complex case ever ﬁled in Rhode Island to a
close, he observes.
“I consider it one of the great gifts in this
case that I had the opportunity to meet and
work with Francis,” says Mandell, a former
president of the American Association of
Justice. At various times, as the settlement
pot grew, the plaintiffs’ lawyers offered to pay
McGovern for his services, adds Mandell.
“He said, ‘I gave you my word. I shook
your hand and that’s it.’ I can’t tell you how
much respect I have for him.” [
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TOP LITIGATOR REJOINS FACULTY
AS PROFESSOR OF THE PRACTICE
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ONALD BESKIND IS SUCCINCT in articulating the challenge
common to teaching and being a trial lawyer: “communicating
complex information in a sequence and form that is both interesting
and understandable.”
He has been effective in executing that challenge in the courtroom
and classroom for more than 35 years. Having come to Duke Law on a
two-year John S. Bradway fellowship in 1975, he remained on the faculty, teaching and as director of Clinical
Studies until 1981, when he returned full
time to private practice. He has taught
almost continuously since, training other
lawyers nationally and internationally
through the National Institute for Trial
Advocacy and at Duke Law, where he leads
the Trial Practice program and periodically has taught evidence.
That’s why Beskind sees his return to
a full-time faculty post as simply a shift in
balance, not a fundamental change. “I absolutely love what I do,” says Beskind of his
law practice. “My problem has been that
I love two things — practicing and teaching. And I’ve been balancing that all of my
professional life.” He remains of counsel
at Twiggs, Beskind, Strickland & Rabenau,
his Raleigh law ﬁrm that annually sponsors
Duke Law’s mock trial tournament.
Beskind says engaging with students
has helped him be a better lawyer. “Most
practitioners do things for intuitive reasons,” he explains. “Teaching, particularly
skills teaching, makes you ask yourself,
‘Why? Why do you do it this way?’ That
questioning informs the teaching, but it
also informs the practice.”
Calling it one of those “wonderful fortuities in life,” Beskind was studying law
at the University of Connecticut in the
early 1970s when it became a pilot site,
along with Harvard Law School, for a project in practical-skills training instituted
by the newly-formed Council on Legal
Education and Professional Responsibility.
EW\bS` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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“Most practitioners do things for intuitive
reasons. Teaching, particularly skills
teaching, makes you ask yourself, ‘Why?
Why do you do it this way?’”
´>`]TSaa]`2]\OZR0SaYW\R
“For the bulk of my third year, I practiced law during the daytime
and took seminars in trial skills at night,” he says. Mentored by “talented lawyers” who were pioneers in clinical education, Beskind says
he found his calling in trial litigation.
“I just loved it. I had a moment where I realized I had found something for which I was suited and which I enjoyed,” he says. “I always
tell my students, ‘Don’t do what you think you should do, do what you
MJLF and what you can do well.’”
In his practice, which has focused on litigating and mediating
complex civil cases and, more recently, taking on post-conviction capital defense work on a pro bono basis, Beskind has been careful in his
choice of clients and cases.
“In civil practice, particularly when you are acting for the plaintiff,
you get to choose,” he points out. “You have to want to represent your
client — you’re going to be working with them very, very closely. And
you’ll be championing their cause.
“Beyond that, my mantra has been to take cases, in effect, for
either love or money. If I took a case for money, it was a case that I
was taking because it was a part of making a living practicing law,
with the expectation that it would be successful. As a contingent-fee
lawyer, that’s essential.”
Cases he took “for love” brought no expectation of ﬁnancial
reward, he says. “Those cases I took because there was something
about the issue or the client that was important and the case needed
to be taken.” Some of these have included actions resulting from
genetic misdiagnosis, contraceptive failure, and one recent appeal
that involved the scope of a bar’s duty not merely to not serve a drunk
but to prevent a patron who becomes intoxicated from driving drunk.
(For more, see “Talking practice with Donald Beskind” in %VLF-BX
.BHB[JOFonline at www.law.duke.edu/magazine.)
Insistent that the practice of law does not have to be “ponderous
and dull,” Beskind sees it as being, in the end, all about relationships.
“When I got out of law school I thought that the practice of law was
largely about the law. Once in practice, it became clear, in short order,
that the facts were as or more important than the law. But it took me
a very long time to realize that, in the end, the law is a ‘people’ occupation and the practice of law is more than anything else about the
people — your colleagues, the opposing parties, expert witnesses, the
judge, the jurors. People skills and the ability to motivate and engage
people in your cause, that ability is the mark of the excellent and successful lawyer. I think lawyers who love what they do understand this
‘third dimension’ of the law — the relationships.” ['1
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HILE IT IS WELL SETTLED that technological innovation
is vital to economic growth and human welfare — central to
solving problems from climate change to health-care cost control —
federal agencies often overlook innovation or deal with it in a haphazard, contradictory manner. So say Duke Law professors Stuart
Benjamin and Arti Rai in “Fixing Innovation Policy: A Structural
Perspective,” recently published in 5IF (FPSHF8BTIJOHUPO-BX
3FWJFX and summarized in a report sponsored by the non-partisan
Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF). They
propose the creation of an Office of Innovation Policy (OIP) within
the executive branch in order to rectify the problem.
Rai, Duke’s Elvin R. Latty Professor of Law, has since joined the
United States Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce as administrator of the
Ofﬁce of External Affairs. Benjamin, Duke’s Douglas B. Maggs
Professor of Law, currently serves as the inaugural distinguished visiting
scholar at the Federal Communications Commission. Both are on leave
from their academic posts and note that the article does not represent
the position of the United States government. (See stories, Page 28.)
As envisioned by Benjamin and Rai, the OIP would be given
authority to analyze proposed agency action through the lens of its
effect on future innovation and also to offer regulatory suggestions.
The OIP’s early involvement in any agency’s rule-making process
would “introduce a new, trans-agency focus on innovation while
drawing upon, and feeding into, existing executive branch processes
that aim to rationalize the work of disparate federal agencies,” they
write in “Fixing Innovation Policy.”
The OIP would lack veto power over agency decisions and rules,
but its recommendations would merit the same “hard look” that
agencies are obliged to take at the good arguments made against any
regulations they promulgate, says Benjamin, an expert in telecommunications, administrative, and First Amendment law.
“If a court asks whether an agency thought seriously about OIP
input and the agency says, ‘Yes we did, but we were not persuaded for
these speciﬁc reasons,’ [the agency’s decision] will probably pass muster,” he notes. “We think that with that backstop of hard-look review
agencies really will take the OIP seriously. My strong expectation is
that it will change agency behavior.”
The standard they propose for the OIP analysis is straightforward, adds Benjamin. “‘Do you think there are ways you can
achieve your regulatory goals that will be better — or at least less
harmful — for innovation?’”
“Innovation shouldn’t trump all other agency goals,” says Rai.
“Establishing the OIP would simply be a way of forcing innovation
onto the table early in the administrative process, ideally at the regulation-formulation stage, in a way that it currently isn’t.”
It is rarely in the interest of industry incumbents to push innovation, says Benjamin. “If you’re an existing player, innovation just
unsettles the playing ﬁeld. You already know you’ve got your chunk of
the market. Why would you want to put that at risk?”
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“In terms of any societal goal, whether we want
better health for our citizens, a better
environment for our citizens, or just more
money for our citizens, [innovation] is the way
to do it. We're suggesting a mechanism for
really making it happen.”
´>`]TSaa]`/`bW9@OW

To read “Fixing Innovation
Policy: A Structural Perspective,”
77 5IF(FPSHF8BTIJOHUPO-BX
3FWJFX1 (2008) and “Structuring
U.S. Innovation Policy: Creating a
White House Ofﬁce of Innovation
Policy,” report to the Information
Technology & Innovation
Foundation, June 2009, visit http://
www.law.duke.edu/magazine/
index.

are going to be seen in the long term and in
Benjamin and Rai suggest giving innovation
«5PSFBE®'JYJOH*OOPWBUJPO1PMJDZ"
some cases might directly cut against the shortexplicit consideration in regulation because it is fre4USVDUVSBM1FSTQFDUJWF ¯5IF(FPSHF
term interests of some players.”
quently undermined through regulation.
8BTIJOHUPO-BX3FWJFX  BOE
Benjamin and Rai pitched their idea directly
“It’s easy for incumbents to use particular levers
®4USVDUVSJOH64*OOPWBUJPO1PMJDZ
to
policymakers
on June 24 at an ITIF event in
of regulation to beat down startups when their
$SFBUJOHB8IJUF)PVTF0GGJDFPG
Washington,
D.C.,
where they unveiled their
business models are threatened,” says Rai. By way
*OOPWBUJPO1PMJDZ ¯SFQPSUUPUIF
report.
Members
of
the capacity audience quizzed
of example she points to the recent patent battle
*OGPSNBUJPO5FDIOPMPHZ*OOPWBUJPO
them
on
the
operational
details in their proposal
between Vonage, a startup company working in
'PVOEBUJPO +VOF WJTJU
—
a
good
sign,
they
say.
The emergence of allied
the area of Voice over Internet Protocol technology,
eeeZOeRcYSSRc[OUOhW\S
proposals relating to innovation, including a
and various telecommunications giants. “Vonage
has been hammered mercilessly by a bunch of incumbents, including complementary idea from the ITIF to establish a “National Innovation
Foundation” to coordinate innovation-related funding that’s now disAT&T, Sprint, and Verizon, with patents that are probably pretty dubipersed across various agencies, indicates that support for sound innoous, but it simply didn’t have the money to ﬁght them to the end,”
vation policy is gaining traction, says Rai.
she explains. “Vonage had to settle for a huge amount of money and
“At least the idea that innovation is key to our long-term future
that has undermined its operating position.”
has already seeped in,” she says. “In terms of any societal goal,
“It is a case of our patent policy undermining innovation policy.
whether we want better health for our citizens, a better environAnd entities that don’t yet exist, by deﬁnition, can’t be at the lobbyment for our citizens, or just more money for our citizens, this is
ing table,” observes Benjamin.
the way to do it. We’re suggesting a mechanism for really making
“This is something that no particular interest group pushes for
it happen.” ['1
because it’s in nobody’s short-term interest,” adds Rai. “The results
EW\bS` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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BENJAMIN APPOINTED FIRST DISTINGUISHED
SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE AT FCC
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30'&4403456"35#&/+".*/IBTCFFOBQQPJOUFECZ'FEFSBM
$PNNVOJDBUJPOT$PNNJTTJPO$IBJSNBO+VMJVT(FOBDIPXTLJBTUIF
'$$±TGJSTUEJTUJOHVJTIFETDIPMBSJOSFTJEFODF
#FOKBNJO %VLF±T%PVHMBT#.BHHT1SPGFTTPSPG-BX JTTQFOEJOHUIFTQSJOH
TFNFTUFSJO8BTIJOHUPO %$ XPSLJOHJOUIF'$$±T0GGJDFPG4USBUFHJD
1MBOOJOH)FJTXPSLJOHPOJTTVFTSFMBUJOHUPTQFDUSVNQPMJDZBOEUIF'JSTU
"NFOENFOU XIJDIIBWFCFFOUIFGPDVTPGNVDIPGIJTTDIPMBSMZXPSL
#FOKBNJOJTDPBVUIPSPG5FMFDPNNVOJDBUJPOT-BXBOE1PMJDZ TUFE OE
FE IBTXSJUUFOOVNFSPVTMBXSFWJFXBSUJDMFTPOTQFDUSVNJTTVFT BOE
IBTQSPWJEFEFYQFSUMFHBMUFTUJNPOZUPUIF4FOBUF
®0OFBSFB*±WFCFFOXPSLJOHPOGPSBMPOHUJNFJTTQFDUSVNSFGPSN XIJDIJT
IVHFMZJNQPSUBOU ¯#FOKBNJOTBZT®*OPSEFSGPSBMMPGPVSXJSFMFTTEFWJDFTBOE
GVUVSFXJSFMFTTEFWJDFTUPXPSLXFMM XFOFFEUPIBWFNPSFTQFDUSVNBWBJMBCMF 
BOEUIF°MPXIBOHJOHGSVJU±IBTSFBMMZBMSFBEZCFFOQJDLFE/PX JTTVFTBCPVU
JODSFBTJOHBWBJMBCMFTQFDUSVNHFUNPSFBOENPSFDPNQMFYBOESFRVJSFBOBMZTJT
PGNPSFNPWJOHQBSUT¯
*OBEEJUJPOUPBEESFTTJOHTQFDJGJDRVFTUJPOTBCPVUSFBMMPDBUJOHNPSFTQFD
USVNGPSXJSFMFTTEFWJDFT #FOKBNJOTBZTIFXJMMXPSLPOMPOHUFSN ®CJHQJDUVSF
QPMJDZ¯GPSUIFDPNNJTTJPO
®5IJTJTBSFBMMZFYDJUJOHPQQPSUVOJUZ ¯IFTBZT®4PNVDIPGNZTDIPMBSTIJQ
IBTSFWPMWFEBSPVOEUIJOHTUIBUUIF'$$EPFT BOEOPX*BDUVBMMZHFUUPCFPO
UIFJOTJEF USZJOHUPIFMQTIBQF'$$QPMJDZ USZJOHUPBDUVBMMZEPTPNFHPPE
GSPNUIFJOTJEF SBUIFSUIBONFSFMZBOBMZ[JOHBTBOPVUTJEFS*GFFMMJLFUIFSF±T
BOPQQPSUVOJUZIFSFUPQVUUIFLJOETPGUIJOHT*±WFCFFOEPJOHJOTDIPMBSTIJQUP
HPPEVTFGPSUIFQVCMJDHPPE¯
#FOKBNJODMFSLFEGPS4VQSFNF$PVSU"TTPDJBUF+VTUJDF%BWJE)4PVUFS
BOETFSWFEBTBOBUUPSOFZBEWJTFSJOUIF0GGJDFPG-FHBM$PVOTFMJOUIF64
%FQBSUNFOUPG+VTUJDF1SJPSUPKPJOJOHUIF%VLF-BXGBDVMUZJOIFUBVHIUBU
UIF6OJWFSTJUZPG5FYBT4DIPPMPG-BX
®4UVBSUCSJOHTBXFBMUIPGMFHBMBOEBDBEFNJDFYQFSJFODF BOE*BN
EFMJHIUFEUPIBWFIJNBTPVSGJSTUEJTUJOHVJTIFETDIPMBSJOSFTJEFODF ¯TBZT
(FOBDIPXTLJ®*MPPLGPSXBSEUPESBXJOHPOIJTFYQFSUJTFBTUIFDPNNJTTJPO
QVSTVFTTNBSU GBDUCBTFEQPMJDJFTUIBUQSPNPUFDPNQFUJUJPO JOOPWBUJPO 
JOWFTUNFOU BOEDPOTVNFSDIPJDF¯ [

RAI JOINS U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
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35*,3"* %VLF±T&MWJO3-BUUZ1SPGFTTPSPG-BX IBTKPJOFEUIF
6OJUFE4UBUFT1BUFOUBOE5SBEFNBSL0GGJDFBTBENJOJTUSBUPSPGUIF
0GGJDFPG&YUFSOBM"GGBJST*OUIBUDBQBDJUZ 3BJTFSWFTBTDIJFG150MJBJTPOUP
$POHSFTT PUIFSFYFDVUJWFCSBODIBHFODJFT BOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMJOTUJUVUJPOTPO
NBUUFSTPGJOUFMMFDUVBMQSPQFSUZBOEJOOPWBUJPOQPMJDZ
3BJJTBMFBEJOHTDIPMBSPGQBUFOUMBXBOEQPMJDZ UIFCJPQIBSNBDFVUJDBM
JOEVTUSZ JOOPWBUJPOQPMJDZ BENJOJTUSBUJWFMBX BOEIFBMUIDBSFSFHVMB
UJPO)FSQPSUGPMJPQSPNJTFTUPCFXJEFSBOHJOH DPWFSJOHJTTVFTGSPN
BHFODZUSBOTQBSFODZUPUIFSPMFPGJOUFMMFDUVBMQSPQFSUZSJHIUTJOUSBOTGFSPG
®HSFFO¯UFDIOPMPHZ
®*±NWFSZQMFBTFEUPIBWF"SUJKPJOPVSTFOJPSMFBEFSTIJQUFBNBOE*GFFM
DPOGJEFOUUIBUIFSFYQFSUJTFXJMMTFSWFUIFBHFODZFYUSFNFMZXFMMJOUIJT
QPTJUJPO ¯TBJE150%JSFDUPS%BWJE,BQQPT®)FSXPSLBOETUVEJFTJOUIF
GJFMEPGJOUFMMFDUVBMQSPQFSUZMBXXJMMCFJOWBMVBCMFJOCPUIUIFMFHJTMBUJWF
BSFOBBOEUIFHMPCBM*1TUBHFBTXFXPSLUPXBSEBDIJFWJOHTUSPOHBOECBM
BODFE*1QSPUFDUJPOTGPSSJHIUTIPMEFST¯
)BWJOHMPOHXPSLFEXJUIBWBSJFUZPGGFEFSBMBHFODJFTTIFIBTTFSWFE
JOUIF%FQBSUNFOUPG+VTUJDFBTBOBUUPSOFZ DPOEVDUFESFTFBSDIGVOEFE
CZUIF/BUJPOBM*OTUJUVUFTPG)FBMUI BOEXPSLFEXJUIUIF'FEFSBM5SBEF
$PNNJTTJPO UPOBNFBGFX3BJPCTFSWFTUIBUIFSBQQPJOUNFOUPGGFSTIFS
BQFSTQFDUJWFPOUIFJOOFSXPSLJOHTPGUIFQBUFOUBOEJOOPWBUJPOQSPDFTT
UIBUXJMMJOFWJUBCMZJOGPSNIFSMPOHUFSNTDIPMBSMZBHFOEB
®.ZMPOHTUBOEJOHBSFBTPGJOUFSFTUIBWFCFFOBENJOJTUSBUJWFMBXBOE
JOOPWBUJPO BOEUIJTJTBQFSGFDUPQQPSUVOJUZUPPCTFSWFUIPTFJTTVFTJOUIF
USFODIFTBOEPOUIFHSPVOE ¯TIFTBZT4IFMPPLTGPSXBSE JOQBSUJDVMBS UP
FOIBODJOHJOUFSBHFODZEJBMPHVFBOEDPMMBCPSBUJPOPOJOOPWBUJPOQPMJDZ5IF
JTTVFXBTUIFGPDVTPGBSFDFOUTDIPMBSMZBSUJDMFBOEQPMJDZQBQFSPGXIJDI
TIFDPBVUIPSFEQSJPSUPIFS150BQQPJOUNFOUXJUI4UVBSU#FOKBNJO 
%VLF±T%PVHMBT#.BHHT1SPGFTTPSPG-BX 4FFTUPSZ 1BHF
3BJDMFSLFEGPS+VEHF.BSJMZO)BMM1BUFMPGUIF64%JTUSJDU$PVSUGPS
UIF/PSUIFSO%JTUSJDUPG$BMJGPSOJBQSJPSUPFOUFSJOHBDBEFNJBBOEUBVHIU
BUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG4BO%JFHPBOE6OJWFSTJUZPG1FOOTZMWBOJBMBXTDIPPMT
QSJPSUPKPJOJOHUIF%VLF-BXGBDVMUZJO4IFIBTCFFOBWJTJUJOH
QSPGFTTPSBU:BMF-BX4DIPPMBOEJOTFSWFEBTUIF)JFLFO7JTJUJOH
1SPGFTTPSJO1BUFOU-BXBU)BSWBSE-BX4DIPPM[

LEVI APPOINTED TO COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE, PROCEDURE
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&"/%"7*%'-&7*IBTCFFOBQQPJOUFECZ$IJFG+VTUJDF+PIO(3PCFSUTUPTFSWFB
UISFFZFBSUFSNPOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT+VEJDJBM$POGFSFODF4UBOEJOH$PNNJUUFFPO3VMFT
PG1SBDUJDFBOE1SPDFEVSF-FWJDIBJSFEUIFDPNNJUUFFGSPNUP
&TUBCMJTIFECZUIF3VMFT&OBCMJOH"DU UIF4UBOEJOH$PNNJUUFFPO3VMFTPG1SBDUJDFBOE
1SPDFEVSFJTSFTQPOTJCMFGPSSFWJFXJOHBMMQSPQPTFESVMFTDIBOHFTGSPNUIFGJWFBEWJTPSZ
DPNNJUUFFTPOUIFDJWJM DSJNJOBM BQQFMMBUF CBOLSVQUDZ BOEFWJEFODFSVMFT
-POHSFDPHOJ[FEBTBMFBEFSJOMFHBMSFGPSN -FWJIBTTFSWFEBTDIBJSPGUXP+VEJDJBM
$POGFSFODFDPNNJUUFFTUIF$JWJM3VMFT"EWJTPSZ$PNNJUUFFBOEUIF4UBOEJOH$PNNJUUFFPO
3VMFTPG1SBDUJDFBOE1SPDFEVSF CPUIEVSJOHIJTZFBSUFOVSFPOUIFCFODI GJSTUBTB6OJUFE
4UBUFTEJTUSJDUKVEHFPGUIF&BTUFSO%JTUSJDUPG$BMJGPSOJB MBUFSBTDIJFGKVEHFPGUIBUEJTUSJDU
-FWJ±TBSUJDMF ®"VUPDSBUPGUIF"SNDIBJS ¯ %VLF-BX+PVSOBM  BSFWJFX
PG+VEHF3JDIBSE1PTOFS±TCPPL )PX+VEHFT5IJOL XBTIPOPSFECZ(SFFO#BHPOJUTMJTUPG
®&YFNQMBSZ-FHBM8SJUJOH¯[
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FLEISHMAN HONORED FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO DUKE

>

30'&4403+0&--'-&*4)."/XBTIPOPSFEXJUIPOFPG%VLF6OJWFSTJUZ±TIJHIFTUBXBSETBU
JUTBOOVBM'PVOEFST±%BZ$POWPDBUJPOPO0DU*OBEEJUJPOUPSFDFJWJOHUIF6OJWFSTJUZ.FEBM
GPS%JTUJOHVJTIFE4FSWJDF 'MFJTINBOEFMJWFSFEUIF'PVOEFST±%BZBEESFTTBUUIF%VLF$IBQFMDFS
FNPOZ 3FBEIJTSFNBSLTPOMJOFBUXXXMBXEVLFFEVNBHB[JOF
'MFJTINBOKPJOFEUIF%VLFGBDVMUZJOBTBMBXQSPGFTTPSBOEGPVOEJOHEJSFDUPSPGUIF*OTUJUVUF
PG1PMJDZ4DJFODFTBOE1VCMJD"GGBJST OPXUIF4BOGPSE4DIPPMPG1VCMJD1PMJDZ BQPTJUJPOIFIFMEVOUJM
)FSFNBJOTBQSPGFTTPSPGMBXBOEQVCMJDQPMJDZTUVEJFT)FCFHBOIJTDBSFFSJOBTBTTJTUBOU
UPUIFEJSFDUPSPGUIF8BMUFS&.FZFS3FTFBSDI*OTUJUVUFPG-BXBU:BMF6OJWFSTJUZ UIFTBNFZFBSIF
SFDFJWFEIJT--.GSPN:BMF'SPNUP IFTFSWFEBTMFHBMBTTJTUBOUUP/PSUI$BSPMJOB(PW5FSSZ
4BOGPSE XIPCFDBNF%VLF±TQSFTJEFOUJOBOETFSWFEVOUJM
'MFJTINBOOPXEJSFDUT%VLF±T)FZNBO$FOUFSPO&UIJDT 1VCMJD1PMJDZBOEUIF1SPGFTTJPOTBOEUIF
%VLF'PVOEBUJPO3FTFBSDI1SPHSBN)JTSFTFBSDIJOUFSFTUTJODMVEFUIFBDDPVOUBCJMJUZPGOPOQSPGJUTBOE
GPVOEBUJPOT)JTNPTUSFDFOUCPPLJT5IF'PVOEBUJPO"(SFBU"NFSJDBO4FDSFU)PX1SJWBUF.POFZJT
$IBOHJOHUIF8PSME 1VCMJD"GGBJST#PPLT  [

BOYLE’S PUBLIC DOMAIN NAMED BEST OF 2009, DECADE
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&:/0-%4130'&4403PG-BX+BNFT#PZMF±T
MBUFTUCPPL 5IF1VCMJD%PNBJO &ODMPTJOH
UIF$PNNPOTPGUIF.JOE IBTCFFOOBNFE®#PPL
PGUIF:FBSGPS¯CZUIF"NFSJDBO4PDJFUZGPS
*OGPSNBUJPO4DJFODFBOE5FDIOPMPHZ
5IFTPDJFUZJTBQSPGFTTJPOBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOPG
JOGPSNBUJPOQSPGFTTJPOBMTGSPNBXJEFSBOHFPG
EJTDJQMJOFTUIBUBEWPDBUFTGPSUIFBEWBODFNFOU 
TVQQPSU BOEEJTTFNJOBUJPOPGJOGPSNBUJPOUFDIOPMPHZ
$BMMJOHUIFCPPL®BOJNNFOTFMZXFMMXSJUUFO
FYQMPSBUJPOPGUIFNJYBOECBMBODFCFUXFFO
JOUFMMFDUVBMQSPQFSUZPOPOFIBOEBOEUIFQVCMJD
EPNBJOPOUIFPUIFS ¯UIFBXBSEDJUBUJPOTUBUFTUIBU

®#PZMF±TFMPRVFOUOBSSBUJWFJTJNQSFTTJWFGPSUFMMJOH
BUBMFUIBUCFHJOTXFMMCFGPSFUIF*OUFSOFUBHFBOE
QPJOUTUPUIFDIBMMFOHFTGPSUIF°GVUVSFQSFTFOU±
XFNVTUBMMGBDF5IJTCSPBEPVUMPPLXJMMTFSWF
TUVEFOUTBOETDIPMBSTJOJOGPSNBUJPOTDJFODFXFMM
BTUIFZTFFLUPCFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEDPQZSJHIUBOEJUT
OVNFSPVTJNQMJDBUJPOTGPSJOGPSNBUJPO TZTUFNT
BOEUIF*OUFSOFU¯
5IF1VCMJD%PNBJOBMTPXBTMJTUFEBTPOFPGUIF
CFTU*OUFSOFUBOEJOGPSNBUJPOUFDIOPMPHZQPMJDZ
CPPLTPGUIFT®UIFEJHJUBMEFDBEF¯PO
UIF5FDIOPMPHZ-JCFSBUJPO'SPOU BXFCTJUFPQQPTFE
UPPWFSSFHVMBUJPOPGUIF*OUFSOFU[

SCHWARCZ SELECTED A
FELLOW OF THE AMERICAN
COLLEGE OF BANKRUPTCY

A

5&7&/-4$)8"3$; UIF4UBOMFZ"
4UBS1SPGFTTPSPG-BXBOE#VTJOFTT IBT
CFFOTFMFDUFEB'FMMPXPGUIF"NFSJDBO$PMMFHF
PG#BOLSVQUDZ)FXJMMCFJOEVDUFEBMPOHXJUI
PUIFSNFNCFSTPGUIF$MBTTPG'FMMPXT
JO.BSDIJOBDFSFNPOZIFMEBUUIF64
4VQSFNF$PVSU
5IF$PMMFHFJTBOIPOPSBSZBTTPDJBUJPOPGCBOL
SVQUDZBOEJOTPMWFODZQSPGFTTJPOBMT JODMVEJOH
QSJWBUFBOEDPSQPSBUFQSBDUJUJPOFST BDBEFNJDT 
USVTUFFT KVEHFT BOEHPWFSONFOUPGGJDJBMT'FMMPXT
BSFTFMFDUFECZB#PBSEPG3FHFOUTGSPNBNPOH
SFDPNNFOEBUJPOTSFDFJWFEGSPNUIF$JSDVJU
"ENJTTJPOT$PVODJMJOFBDIGFEFSBMKVEJDJBMDJSDVJU
5IFGPVOEJOHBOEDPBDBEFNJDEJSFDUPSPG
%VLF6OJWFSTJUZ±T(MPCBM$BQJUBM.BSLFUT$FOUFS 
4DIXBSD[GPDVTFTIJTTDIPMBSTIJQBOEUFBDIJOH
PODPNNFSDJBMMBX CBOLSVQUDZ JOUFSOBUJPOBM
GJOBODF BOEDBQJUBMNBSLFUT)FIBTQVCMJTIFE
FYUFOTJWFMZPOJTTVFTSFMBUJOHUPUIFDVSSFOU
GJOBODJBMDSJTJT JODMVEJOHPOUIFGVUVSFPG
TFDVSJUJ[BUJPO BOEJTUIFBVUIPSPGUIFMFBEJOH
MFHBMBSUJDMFPOTZTUFNJDSJTL)FQSFWJPVTMZXBT
BUPQQSBDUJUJPOFSXIPIFMQFEQJPOFFSUIFGJFME
PGBTTFUTFDVSJUJ[BUJPO)JTCPPL 4USVDUVSFE
'JOBODF "(VJEFUPUIF1SJODJQMFTPG"TTFU
4FDVSJUJ[BUJPO EFE JTPOFPGUIFNPTU
XJEFMZVTFEUFYUTJOUIFGJFME [
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“The recounts and contests I had been
OR MARC ELIAS, Election Day
involved with typically resolved themselves
2008 lasted for the better part of eight
fairly quickly, and even where they went
months. That’s how long it took for his
on for a while they didn’t have the same
client, Al Franken, to be officially declared
level of intensity that this one did,” says
the junior senator from Minnesota,
Elias, whose network of clients
following the largest recount and
/:C;<7>@=47:3
includes all but a handful of
longest contest in American
Democratic senators. “We wound
electoral history.
up going to the state Supreme Court on at
Democrat Franken’s victory over the
least four occasions.We had a trial that lastincumbent Republican senator, Norm
ed seven weeks. The state hand recounted
Coleman, left Elias, who headed his legal
2.9 million ballots.
team, with an unblemished record in post“Minnesota has a lot of processes in place
election ﬁghts. This one just took longer
for their close elections,” he adds. “But going
than most, admits Elias, a Washington, D.C.in it never occurred to me that it would go
based election-law specialist at Perkins Coie
on as long as it did or take as much time and
who serves as counsel to the Democratic
energy as it did.”
Senatorial Campaign Committee (DSCC).
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Elias had advised Franken throughout the
campaign on election-related issues such as
campaign ﬁnance and political broadcasting
regulations. The two had met — and clicked —
during a DSCC training session for candidates.
“Marc is the lead attorney for Democrats
in the country,” Franken says. “He was
explaining all the legal issues that candidates face, and I was extremely impressed
by him. Also, he had a great sense of humor.
Afterwards I told him he was funny. After
that, I had him for life.”
Having already helped the campaign plan
for a recount before votes were cast Nov. 4,
Elias transitioned into the role of lead attorney to monitor the recount triggered after
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Coleman initially emerged with a razor-thin
victory of 215 votes over Franken; Minnesota
law mandates a hand recount of ballots
where the victor’s margin is less than onehalf of 1 percent.
Each side was permitted to challenge
ballots they thought were called wrong
by county during the hand recount that
was conducted in more than 100 locations
throughout the state over a two-month
period. Approximately 5,000 challenged ballots were reviewed publicly by ﬁve people:
the chief and associate justices of the state
Supreme Court, the secretary of state, the
chief judge in the county seat, and another
judge from that county.
As the recount progressed, Elias says he
became increasingly conﬁdent that his client
would win. On Jan. 5, 2009, the Minnesota
State Canvassing Board declared Franken
victorious by 225 votes.
Coleman ﬁled a notice of contest in
Ramsey County District Court the next day.
“I was somewhat frustrated because it was
clear that Al Franken had won the election
and there wasn’t anything that was going to
change about that in the course of a court
contest,” says Elias, who had to miss vacations with his wife, Brenley ’93, and their two
children and the inauguration of President
Barack Obama. “The frustration wasn’t really
at the law [but] at the circumstances.”
A co-chair of the bipartisan Committee to
Modernize Voter Registration, Elias is quick
to say that he respects Minnesota’s commitment to fair elections.
“Minnesota allows everything there is to
allow for a post-election dispute,” he says.
“You get a recount, you get a hand recount,
you get a hearing on challenged ballots, and
then you get a de novo review as part of a
court contest. It’s a much more detailed and
longer process and in that sense a fairer process because you get so many opportunities
to make your case and to bring forth your
arguments.” In that context, his focus shifted to “making sure that all of the lawyers
were doing the things that they needed to do
to help make sure that Al Franken’s victory
was preserved.”

µ7bVW\YeSO`SR]\S¶
Throughout the post-election dispute,
Coleman’s legal team — which included
#VTIW(PSF counsel Ben Ginsberg —
argued that varying treatment of absentee
ballots violated voter rights to equal
protection under the Constitution.
“During the course of the contest I got
used to that being an argument that Sen.
Coleman’s legal team put forward, but it
never seemed to me a very strong one and
thankfully the courts agreed with us,” Elias
says. “At no point in the process did they ever
attract even a single vote for that proposition.
“But there was a lot of opportunity for
whatever arguments or concerns either side
had to be fully aired and litigated,” says Elias
of the post-election marathon. “In that kind
of setting, where you have good lawyers on
both sides — Norm Coleman had some of
the best lawyers there are — eventually the
will of the electorate’s going to come out.”
Elias spoke with Franken on a daily basis
and met with him in person once or twice
per week throughout the challenge. He calls
the senator “a model client.”
“He understood from the beginning that
these processes were legal processes,” Elias
says. “He’s very smart and picks up on stuff
incredibly quickly, but he understood that a
lot of this is highly technical and he relied
on the lawyers to give him the advice and
to make the judgments that we were being
paid to make.”
Franken was likewise impressed with Elias.
“Marc has an incredibly energetic and
incisive mind, a great ability to communicate with me, and a ﬁerce competitive
approach,” says Franken. “His instincts and
advice were right on.”
Facing intense public and media interest
in the contest, Elias’s routine included at
least one press conference per day. He and
his team avoided criticizing the court and
opposing counsel in any way.
“As a lawyer, you have to be prepared to
provide, in an appropriate fashion, information to the public so that they understand
what’s going on, where you are in the process, and what people might expect,” he says.

“You also have to balance that you are in a
legal setting — you are appearing before
judges. You have obligations to the court that
temper some of what you can say to the press
and how it’s said.”
On March 31, a three-judge panel ordered
that an additional 400 ballots be counted
in the race. That process, carried out in
open court, increased Franken’s lead to 312
votes. At that point, Elias told the .JOOFTPUB
*OEFQFOEFOU, “I think we are done.”
Instead, Coleman’s legal team appealed
the count to the Minnesota Supreme
Court. The court’s 5–0 decision on June
30 favored Franken, and he was sworn in
as a senator a week later.
Elias foresees long, contested election
recounts becoming ever more prevalent,
but thinks cases like Franken’s will leave
candidates better prepared to handle them.
For his part, Franken says candidates would
do well to hire Elias in similar situations,
but offers this suggestion: “Start fundraising
immediately.” [.BUUIFX5BZMPS
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S AMBASSADOR of the Republic of
Panama to the United States, Jaime
Alemán sits in a desk once used by his
father, who also served in the post, lives in
the home he loved as a boy growing up in
Washington, D.C., and works 16 to 18 hours
a day to advance his nation’s interests on
the world stage.
“My main goal is to have the Panama
Free Trade Agreement approved by
Congress,” says Alemán, who assumed his
position last August. “We are working on
the necessary amendments to Panamanian
law in order for the U.S. Congress to submit the treaty for ratiﬁcation.”
The treaty would signiﬁcantly
liberalize trade of goods and services,
including ﬁnancial services, between
the U.S. and Panama. Signed by the two
countries’ presidents in 2007, the treaty
addresses concerns relating to customs
administration, technical barriers to trade,
government procurement, investment,
telecommunications, electronic commerce,
intellectual property rights, and labor and
environmental protections.
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and risky; earlier that month, Noriega had
In support of the cause,
been indicted on drug charges by the U.S.
Alemán spends his days netDrug Enforcement Agency, but retained conworking in a relentless schedule
trol of the General Assembly. When Alemán
of ofﬁcial meetings and social
decided he would sign the order, he arranged
events. He says his immersion
for his wife and two small children to leave
in diplomacy has been fascinatthe country immediately. He, too, went
ing. “In a way it is like going
into hiding after signing the order — he
back to school,” he says. “I am
later joined his family in Miami — and the
learning so much.”
General Assembly removed Delvalle from
Alemán was 12 when his
power the following day.
father, Roberto, was appointed
Noriega retained power as head of the
special ambassador of Panama
nation’s armed forces and de facto head of
to the U.S. for negotiation of the
state, but public conﬁdence in him began a
Panama Canal Treaties, which
precipitous decline, and the door to the 1989
would give Panama control of
U.S. invasion of Panama was opened.
the Panama Canal while preWhen he returned from exile in
serving the right of the U.S. to
December of 1988, Alemán rejoined his law
defend it from threats to the free
ﬁrm, focusing his practice on trusts and
passage of ships.
ﬁnancial structures for private clients. Today,
His father returned to
his ﬁrm is one of Panama’s
Panama in 1970,
most prestigious — he calls
/:C;<7>@=47:3
but Alemán
building it “one of the proudest
remained at school
accomplishments of my life.”
in Washington. He later earned
Now, back in Washington, Alemán muses
a degree in economics from the University of
on how his life has come full circle. His
Notre Dame in 1975 before attending Duke
father died just one month before Alemán
Law. After three years in the legal departreturned to Washington as ambassador,
ment of the Inter-American Development
“immensely proud” that his son would be
Bank in Washington, he ﬁnally returned to
assuming the position he once held. “I feel
Panama to join his father’s ﬁrm.
this is literally a continuation of my father’s
Like his father’s, Alemán’s career as a
life,” Alemán says. “I feel his presence everylawyer has been punctuated, at intervals,
where. I sit at his desk, I live in the residence
with periods of public service. In addition to
where I grew up with my brothers and parserving brieﬂy as legal counsel to President
ents. In that sense, it is a realization of a life’s
Nicolás Ardito Barletta, he took a temporary
dream and a reconnection with my past.”
leave of absence from the ﬁrm he founded
To the list of the loves of his life — family,
in 1985, Alemán, Cordero, Galindo & Lee, to
country, law practice — Alemán also adds
serve as minister of Government and Justice
Duke. An honorary life member of the Duke
for Barletta’s successor, President Eric
Law Board of Visitors, he has been a staunch
Arturo Delvalle.
ﬁnancial contributor — the Law School’s
He accepted that post on Feb. 25, 1988,
main reception area is ofﬁcially named the
during a 4:30 a.m. phone call with Delvalle.
Jaime Alemán Welcome Center — and he
“‘I feel a moral obligation to do this, havfollows Duke basketball with zeal. “I fell in
ing myself encouraged you,’” he recalls telllove with Duke the day I set foot on campus,”
ing Delvalle. “‘I will accept the appointment
he says. “I feel at ease there, even now. The
to serve as your minister of Government and
camaraderie of the students when I was there
Justice, and I will sign the order to remove
had a strong impact on me. I made many
Manuel Noriega from his post.’”
good friends. It was a springboard to my
The decision to relieve the general and
success.” [.FMJOEB.ZFST7BVHIO
military dictator of his duties was historic
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the support of former associate dean
ICHARD SALEM firmly believes that
Frank “Tom” Read ’63, the faculty, and
“good things happen when people
his classmates as he utilized books on
have jobs.” That is, in fact, the slogan of his
tape — reel-to-reel — and had seven
nonprofit organization, Enable America,
undergraduate readers to assist him in
through which he’s trying to undo this
law school. He even learned to listen to
sobering statistic: Out of 54 million
two readers speaking at the same time.
Americans with disabilities who are able to
“The situation required that we resort
work, 70 percent are unemployed.
to as much innovative effort and technolSalem attributes the alarming unemployogy utilization as possible. Another good
ment rate to a combination of factors, includlesson was learning to work
ing “attitudinal barriers” held
/:C;<7>@=47:3
with other people carefully
both by people with disabilities
and to recognize that as part
and the business community
of life and business,” says Salem. He
and laws that govern Social Security disabilpraises mentors Walter Dellinger and
ity beneﬁts — passed with good intentions
William Van Alstyne, the four law deans
— that deter people from working.
with whom he’s worked, and then-Duke
“One day, you have health care, a roof over
president Terry Sanford, for whom he
your head and an income. The next, if you
served as speechwriter in his third year
have a job, it’s all taken away, because your
of law school.
beneﬁts end if you make over $800 or so a
Enable America not only teaches
month,” says Salem, the founding partner of
people with disabilities about available
the Tampa-based Salem Law Group, whose
resources, it also provides services that
practice focuses on business and governcan immediately improve lives. The
mental affairs. He was lobbying Congress to
organization’s on-the-job employment menchange those laws when a conversation with a
toring program is one example. People with
senator and the wife of a congressional leader
disabilities are matched with businesses that
on the importance of listening to constituents
are committed to improving diversity and
convinced him to broaden his approach.
expanding the talent of their workforce. In
Shortly after that conversation, in 2002,
conjunction with that effort, November was
Salem founded Enable America, which he
declared “Disabled Veteran Employment
leads as chairman and CEO.
Mentoring Month,” with Enable America
“We realized we needed, in essence, a
facilitating mentoring programs aimed specommunity-building, grassroots organizaciﬁcally at helping veterans ﬁnd jobs.
tion to coalesce people with disabilities,
“Great things can happen in just one
community-based organizations, caregivers,
day on the job,” says Salem. “That one day
and families to work together to accomplish
opens the eyes of both the person with a
their common goals, which can be blurred
disability and the employer, and also helps
by focusing on the welfare of individuals —
caregivers realize that there is life beyond
the very real need to keep food on the table
disability in a world that is ever-changing
and just survive,” he says.
with technology and opportunity. Even in
Encouraging different constituent groups
this recession, there’s high demand for a
to network to help achieve their various
skilled, dedicated, committed work force,
objectives, Salem and Enable America have
and often, once everybody’s over the fear
issued a direct challenge to people with
factor, businesses understand that this is
disabilities and their advocates. “Do not
not a charitable thing they’re doing.”
allow the ‘haves’ to be in charge of what the
While employment mentoring can begin
‘have-nots’ can do. Be a participant — not a
with a single day at work, employers have
spectator,” he says.
the option to expand the opportunity into
That’s how Salem has approached his
longer internships that can last a number of
own life and career since losing his sight as
weeks, or make an immediate hire. Enable
a teenager after being hit with a baseball. As
America’s November mentoring program in
Duke Law’s ﬁrst blind graduate, he recalls

San Antonio is a perfect example of that. On
a Thursday, a disabled veteran was a mentee
at a Clark/Hunt construction site. By the
following Monday, he was hired and on the
job as a paid employee.
Enable America has expanded from its
base in Tampa to include key markets in
Raleigh, Texas, New York, and Washington,
D.C. “All the areas into which we’re expanding have common characteristics — a
cultural willingness to receive and work with
new people and, in turn, new ideas,” says
Salem, a North Carolina native.
An honorary life member of the Law
School’s Board of Visitors, Salem also is
actively involved in organizations such as
the National Eye Institute and the National
Organization on Disability. At 62, he regards
his own life as so rich and challenging that
he is eager to facilitate the same opportunities for career and personal success for others with disabilities.
“The systemic problems, attitudinal barriers, and the need for signiﬁcant change
create a landscape that is a long and difﬁcult
road to travel,” he says. “But we’ll keep going
because we don’t want to live as observers of
what other people doing — we want into the
American dream.” [ %FCCJF4FMJOTLZ
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a much better commentary than
words alone ever could,” notes de
Vos Devine. That, she observes,
was what the regime feared: Images
could incite unrest among illiterate
citizens who might be oblivious to
written commentary.
A lot of political caricatures published in the United States during
the George W. Bush administration
are respectful by comparison, she
says, in spite of the strong First
Amendment protections given to
political speech. “Was it a matter of
self censorship? Is it because newspaper conglomerates are particularly
restrictive regarding what editorial
cartoonists can and cannot put on
the page? Or is it because American audiences aren’t interested in and don’t tend to
respond well to strident, offensive caricature?
There are a lot of outstanding questions.”

7

N ADDITION TO KEEPING up with her
law classes, Katherine de Vos Devine found
time last year to page through BMPU of magazines. “I have literally looked at every issue
of 5IF&DPOPNJTUpublished since 1999,” she
says, laughing. But de Vos Devine wasn’t
reading the articles in the venerable weekly;
she was checking out the cartoons.
A candidate for an MA in art history in
addition to her JD, de Vos Devine is one of
eight curators of “Lines of Attack: Conﬂicts
in Caricature,” an exhibition of political
caricature that will open at Duke’s Nasher
Museum in February. The show takes a
comparative look at works produced in
France between 1830 and 1835 and those of
the contemporary era, most notably images
of recent American presidents.
The reign of Louis-Phillippe I (1830 to
1848) produced what is considered the golden age of political caricature, explains de Vos
Devine. Artists and publishers like Honoré
6=<=@p2/C;73@¸A1=<B@=D3@A7/:&!1/@71/BC@3=4
Daumier and Charles Philipon, respectively,
:=C7A>67:7>>3;=23:32/4B3@=<30G16/@:3A>67:7>=<
routinely ﬂouted strict censorship laws that
De Vos Devine’s curatorial
prohibited images intended to insult
ABC23<B>@=47:3
essay for the exhibition posits
the king, she says. These individuals
that cultural norms, in fact,
risked ﬁnes and imprisonment by
can moderate political dissent more effecoffering pointed commentary through illustively than censorship laws.
trations that incorporated scatological humor,
While her intent on entering law school
puns, and symbols; Daumier’s trial over his
after two years as a tax paralegal at Cadwalader
published illustration of the king as a glutin New York was to forge a career in art law,
tonous giant was notorious in its day.
her work on the exhibition has shown de Vos
“They were very insightful in using
Devine how art history and law might comsymbols to make strident and substantive
bine in a satisfying academic career.
commentaries — in many ways providing
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“For an art historian, curating is about
creating environments for learning,” she
observes. “When you walk through a
museum show you are interacting with art
works, probably talking with whoever is with
you. But someone has shaped those conversations for you, placing images on the wall
in an order that will stimulate those conversations. I like that three-dimensionality.” A
combination of teaching, writing, and curating will likely allow her to “change more
minds about how art should be seen and
how artists should be treated” than would
work as a solo practitioner, she says.
Law is an essential part of the mix, given
her longstanding interest in the scope of
artists’ rights, adds de Vos Devine. It is
essential, too, to the academic research she is
interested in pursuing. “Historical accounts
of cases written by non-lawyers don’t seem
to probe the actual meanings of the decisions and their impacts on the artists that
followed,” she says. She also ﬁnds herself
increasingly drawn to the nexus between art
and intellectual property and views that as a
rich area for “useful” future scholarship.
Duke Law has been the perfect place to
blend her interests, de Vos Devine says.
“No other school would let me do what I’m
doing — asking highly conceptual questions, writing multidisciplinary papers,
and doing the curatorial project. There
was deﬁnitely no other law school that was
enthusiastic about [my] prior interest in a
particular ﬁeld.”
From the start, when she would pepper
her 1L contracts professor, John Weistart ’68,
with complicated questions about artists’ contracts, she says she has found both guidance
and support. Deborah DeMott, the David F.
Cavers Professor of Law and a signiﬁcant art
law scholar, has been particularly helpful.
“One of the great things Professor DeMott
taught me is that art law is not a ﬁeld but a
collection of issues that apply to a certain set
of clients,” says de Vos Devine, who worked
as DeMott’s research assistant. “I’m not looking at an art law problem — I’m looking at a
contracts problem or a tort problem or a fraud
problem. These are all the same problems
that happen to any other kind of client, except
these clients happen to be artists.” [ '1
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A Durham native, Everett was born on
March 18, 1928, to two prominent local
attorneys, Kathrine R. Everett, one of the
earliest women graduates of the University
of North Carolina Law School (Class of
1920), and Reuben O. Everett, one of Duke
University’s ﬁrst law students (Trinity Class
of 1906). He graduated from high school
in 1943, attended Phillips Exeter Academy
for one year, and in June 1944 enrolled at
the University of North Carolina. Later, he
transferred to Harvard University, where he
was a Wendell Scholar and received his AB
NBHOBDVNMBVEF in 1947, at the age of 19.
In 1950, Everett graduated NBHOBDVN
MBVEF from Harvard Law School, where he had
served two years on the )BSWBSE-BX3FWJFX.
He began teaching at Duke Law School shortly
thereafter; only 22 at the time, he remains the
youngest-ever person to teach at Duke Law. He
became a full-time member of the faculty in
1957 and gained tenure in 1967. In 1959, he
completed a master’s of law degree at Duke.
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OBINSON O. EVERETT, professor of law and senior judge of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Armed Forces, died June 12, 2009. He was 81.
A leading authority on military law and justice, Everett served on the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Armed Forces, including 10 years as chief judge. His work as counsel to a Senate subcommittee in the 1960s helped lead to legislation that modernized the U.S. military court system.
A beloved member of the Duke Law community, Everett served on the school’s faculty for 51
years. He taught courses in military justice, criminal law, sentencing, and criminal procedure.
Generations of students admired him as much for his warmth and kindness as they did for his
scholarship and vast legal knowledge. Known as a caring mentor, he helped many former students secure their ﬁrst jobs; many later sought his advice on life and work in the law.
“For so many Duke Law alumni, Judge Everett is Duke Law School,” said Dean David F. Levi.
“He embodied the qualities of leadership and service in and through the law. He was a model of
the citizen-lawyer. He made a difference to his community, his profession, and his country. His
distinguished career as a law professor and judge has been an inspiration to faculty, students, and
alumni. We all miss his ready smile, his generosity of spirit, and his inexhaustible supply of ideas
for new projects and new opportunities for students and for this Law School.
“Robinson once said that law provides wonderful opportunities for service to others and
is also a means to a productive life,” said Levi. “This understated description seems so typical of Robbie. He did not consciously set out to achieve greatness, he sought a productive life
through service. But he sought it so constantly, so energetically, and so unselﬁshly, that in the
end greatness came to him unbidden and unsought.”
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Everett served on active duty with the U.S.
Air Force for two years during the Korean
War in the Judge Advocate General’s Corps.
Upon his release from active duty, he became
a commissioner of the U.S. Court of Military
Appeals. He remained a member of the Air
Force Reserve until April 1978, when he
retired as a colonel.
From 1961 to 1964 he served parttime as counsel to the Subcommittee
on Constitutional Rights of the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary, and from 1964
to 1966 he was a consultant for that subcommittee. During this period he participated
actively in extensive studies and hearings
that led to the enactment of the Military
Justice Act of 1968, which created the position of military judge and formalized the
military court system.
In February 1980, President Jimmy
Carter nominated Everett to the U.S.
Court of Military Appeals. He served as
chief judge from 1980 to 1990, when he
assumed senior status.
His successor as chief judge, Eugene
Sullivan, was quoted in a June 15, 2009,
story in 5IF7FUFSBOT)FSBME, saying that
Everett left an indelible mark on the court:
“Nobody replaced him, only followed him.
He raised the court to new levels and gave us
all a goal to strive toward.”
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Everett published the textbook .JMJUBSZ
+VTUJDFJOUIF"SNFE'PSDFTPGUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT
in 1956 and produced legal scholarship
throughout his career that addressed issues
relating to military justice, criminal procedure, and redistricting, among other topics.
He also served as associate editor of Duke’s
-BXBOE$POUFNQPSBSZ1SPCMFNT.
In 1993, Everett founded the Center on
Law, Ethics and National Security (LENS)
at the Law School to support and encourage
teaching and scholarly research on national
security law topics.
“He was way ahead of his time, in terms
of foreseeing legal and policy issues that now
dominate the political, ethical, and military
landscape,” said Katharine T. Bartlett, the A.
Kenneth Pye Professor of Law and dean of
Duke Law School from 2000 to 2007.
“He was never at a loss for some kind of
creative idea for a program, a conference, or
a course that had not been done before,” said
Professor Scott Silliman, the veteran Air Force
lawyer and expert in national security law who
Everett recruited to serve as executive director
of LENS. In addition to annually presenting
a widely-respected conference on national
security at Duke, LENS joins annually with
the American Bar Association’s Standing
Committee on Law and National Security to
co-sponsor a national security law update and
review conference in Washington, D.C.
“The center is in many ways a ﬁtting
tribute to a man who is so widely respected,”
said Silliman.
In the classroom he inspired equal parts
admiration and affection in his students,
developing strong relationships with students
and treating many like family members.
Llewelyn Pritchard ’61 studied criminal
law with Everett in 1959. “Those were the
days some teachers made it their business to
terrorize you, but he was always polite, kind,
and interested in what you had to say.”
More than 50 years later, Natalie Bedoya
’10 took Everett’s Criminal Procedure class
and noted the same kindness and patience. “I
particularly recall how he conducted our ﬁnal
exam review session with enthusiasm and
devotion,” she said. “His dedication to the student body was also remarkable — he attended
every on-campus function without fail.”
William A. Reppy, the Charles L. B.
Lowndes Emeritus Professor of Law, who

ﬁrst met Everett in 1970, noted Everett’s
unfailing sensitivity toward students who
needed friendship and guidance. “He energized many a lonely, somewhat lost student
and made them happy to be at Duke, just as
he was happy to be here,” said Reppy. “And
he always knew when a younger faculty
member could use a pat on the back.”
Everett’s substantial ﬁnancial contributions to Duke Law helped address ﬁnancial
aid and student needs. His philanthropy
included establishing the Reuben Oscar
and Robinson O. Everett Scholarship
Endowment. He chaired his Law Reunion
Committee and served in a leadership capacity on fundraising campaigns.
The Duke Law Alumni Association awarded Everett the Charles S. Murphy Award for
public service in 1993 and the A. Kenneth Pye
Award for integrity, intellect, and compassion
toward students in 2008.

/ZSUOQg]TZSORS`aVW^W\ZOe
PcaW\SaaO\RQWdWQOTTOW`a
Everett often recalled being sworn into the
U.S. Supreme Court Bar in 1954 along with
his parents as one of his proudest moments.
He joined them in practice shortly after
returning to Durham in the fall of 1955
and maintained an active law practice until
1980. He also served as an ofﬁcer of and
counsel to various business organizations
and nonproﬁt corporations.
Everett also was involved in redistricting
litigation. From 1992 to 2000 he was both
a plaintiff and lead counsel challenging the
creation of North Carolina’s 12th congressional district; he argued four times before the
U.S. Supreme Court in connection with the
case. In 1996, the Supreme Court ruled that
the district was unlawfully created.
Everett was active in a leadership capacity in the North Carolina Bar, the American
Bar Association and other local, state, and
national bar organizations. He was a commissioner on Uniform State Laws and in various law reform efforts. A life member of the
American Law Institute and of the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws, Everett was a director of the
American Judicature Society. He served on
the advisory committee on the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure and Evidence from
1988 to 1991, and from 1991 to 1993 he was
a member of the Committee to Review the
Criminal Justice Act of 1964.

He received the American Bar
Association’s Morris I. Liebman Award in
2000, the John J. Parker Memorial Award
from the North Carolina Bar Association
in 2004, and the Professionalism Award
from the North Carolina Chief Justice’s
Committee on Professionalism, among
many other honors. In 2000 he was the
ﬁrst recipient of the Judge Advocates
Association’s Life Service Award, which is
now named for him.
Often partnering with his mother, with
whom he started a number of regional television stations, Everett successfully maintained multiple business interests. Also
known for his civic engagement, he chaired
Durham’s urban renewal effort during the
civil rights era. In a posting to the Law
School’s website, journalist James Srodes ’65
credits his leadership with helping Durham
avoid the unrest that erupted in other
Southern cities during that time.
“… Durham was blessed with a group of
men and women who were determined to
bring about peaceful change,” wrote Srodes,
who worked for the %VSIBN.PSOJOH)FSBME
during that period. “Robinson O. Everett was
the most effective and prominent leader in
that group. If Durham is a better place to live
today it is because of him.”
Everett used his many charitable efforts
as an opportunity to carry out his mother’s
wishes through support for Duke Law, the
University of North Carolina School of Law
where the law library is named in her memory, and First Presbyterian Church, of which
he was a longtime member.
Among his myriad accomplishments,
Everett consistently identiﬁed persuading his
wife, Lynn McGregor Everett, to marry him,
as his crowning achievement. He is survived
by his wife; his sons Rob Jr. (Elizabeth), Greg,
and Luke (Sherry); and four grandchildren.
Paying tribute at the Law School’s
September memorial service to the man he
knew, successively, as professor, mentor, cocounsel, friend, and ﬁnally as a co-teacher of
courses in sentencing and punishment, Judge
James Deaver III ’87 of the U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of North Carolina
said, “Robinson was both utterly brilliant and
disarmingly humble and kind. There are a
lot of brilliant people in the world, but to ﬁnd
someone who is both brilliant and disarmingly
humble and kind, that individual is a rare individual. That individual is Robinson Everett.” [
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